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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov.
Julian Carroll, who endorsed Jimmy
carter in Kentucky's presidential
primary, heads the former Georgia
governor's preferred list of Kentucky
at-large delegates to the Democratic
National Convention.
Carter listed nine preferred at-large
delegates, the number he won in the
May 25 primary. About 70 persons
wanted to be. at-large delegates for
Carter.
Each candidate in the primary was
asked to list preferred delegates so that
the persons named would be acceptable
to them.
The new state Democratic Central
Executive Committee, which will be
selected Monday, will meet Tuesday to
approve the state's 11 at-large
delegates — nine for Carter and two for
Wallace.
Along with Carroll, Carter's
preferred list of at-large delegates
includes state Democratic Chairman
Howard (Sonny) Hunt; former Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt; Nelle Horlander
of Louisville, state director of the
Communications Workers of America;
Charlie Head of Madisonville, state
United Mine Workers political com-
mittee coordinator;
Also Owen Hammons of Louisvile, a
United Auto Workers representative;
Leo Nahstoll of Louisville, representing
the state AFL-CIO; Glenn Dorris,
pastor of Louisville's Second
Presbyterian Church, and W.R. Smith,
chairman of the Bank of Hindman.
Dale Sights of Henderson. Carter's
state chairman, who compiled the lists
in consultation with Carter's national
headquarters and with Gov. Carroll,
said four labor representatives were
included because "we wanted adequate
labor representation. commensurate
with the job they did for us."
Wallace listed his preferred
delegates as Perry Circuit Court Clerk





A Murray restaurant i.iwrier, William
A. I BilDWearren, age 37, died this
morning at 12:20 at the Fayette County
General Hospital, Somerville, Tenn.,
after being injured in a one car accident
at 10:45 p. m. Sunday.
The Tennessee Highway Patrol at
Memphis, Tenn.. said the accident
occurred at the 39 mile marker on
Interstate 40 in Fayette County, Tenn.
Wearren was reported to be traveling
alone in his 1975 M-G convertible when
he ran off the road and struck a bridge
support, according to the Tennessee
Highway Patrol officials. He was
hospitalized at the Somerville hospital
where he died shortly after midnight.
Wearren was co-owner-operator of
the Burger Queen at Murray and wa:
also co-owner of the Burger Queen
restaurants at Mayfield and Paris,
Tenn. He re,:ided at Panorama Shores,
Murray Route Five.
The Murray man was a graduate of
Murray State University and received
his Master's degree at Western State
University, Bowling Green. He had
formly served as athletic director and
assistant principal at Jeffersontown
High School before being associated
with Burger Queen. His birthdate was
April 27, 1938.
Survivors are his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Aulton Wearren of Jeffersontown;
two sisters, Mrs. Marsha Tutt and Mrs.
Andrea Marksbury, and two brothers,
Wade and Doug Wearren, all of
Louisville.
Funeral services will be held Wed-
nesday at one p. m. at the Jef-
fersontown Christian Church, Jef-
fersontown. with burial to be in the
Resthaven Memorial Park there. The
Foreman Funeral Home of Jef-
fersontown has charge of the funeral
and burial arrangements.
The Murray Burger Queen will be
closed Wednesday, the day of the
funeral.
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy, hot and humid today
with high in the low 90s. Fair and warm
tonight, low in the low 70s. Tuesday
increasing cloudiness, hot and humid
with good chance of a thundershower
by late afternoon. High around 90.
Wednesday warm and humid with a
chance of thundershowers.





DAIRY MONTH — The Murray
Ledger & limes salutes local dairy
tanners with # special portion of
the newspaper today devoted to
the dairy industry. Here, two-year
old Mitzi McKinney and her six-
year old brother Dwain are trying
to feed a calf from a bottle. Their
parents are Larry and Marilyn
McKinney, dairy farmers in
Calloway County.
Local Poison Control Center
Provides Valuable Services
The Murray Calloway County Poison
Control Center, co-sponsored by
Murray Calloway County Hospital and
the Murray Calloway County Jaycees,
was established in 1973. Being one of
two poison control centers in the
Jackson Purchase (the other center
being located in Paducah), this center
provides a vital service to the com-
munity. Immediate action is im-
perative in the case of poisoning.
Persons can contact the Poison Control
Center and be informed of emergency
steps to take until the victim can reach
the hospital.
Each day the center receives at least
two calls. Many people, particularly
children, each year are the victims of
poisons found in the home. The Murray
Calloway Poison Control Center would
like to offer the following advice con;
cerning poisonnis substances.
First, keep all drugs, poisonous
substances and household chemicals
where children cannot reach them.
Poisons, or substances which contain
should never be stored on open shelves
or in unlocked cabinets, Containers that
hold poisons or poisonous substances
should carry libels that identify the
contents, otherwise, serious and even
fatal mistakes may occur. Also, it is
hazardous to gite or take medicines in
the dark. Store internal-use medicines
separately from household products.
Keep items in their original containers;
never transfer them to cups or soft
drink bottles, make sure all products
are properly labeled, and read the label
before using. Refer to all medicines as
"medicines"; never call them 'candy."
Once it is learned or suspected that a
member of the family has swallowed a
poison or poisonous substance, fast
action is vital. Call your doctor first, or
the poison control center,.
The American Medical Association
advises that it is hazardous to try
cause the victim to vomit:
—When the patient is in a coma.
—When the patient is in convulsions.
—When the patient has swallowed a
petroleum product (kerosene, gasoline,
lighter fluid, etc.i, smell the breath for
odor.
—When the patient has swallowed a
corrosive poison of which the symp-
toms are severe pain, burning sen-
sations in the mouth or the throat when
the patient "throws ur- -
The corrosive substances common in
the home are toilet bowl cleaners, rust
removers, drain cleaners, styptic
pencils commonly used to stop blood
flow from facial cuts of a razor.
laundry soap, ammonia and household
bleach.
If a member of the family is the
victim of a poison other than a
corrosive substance, do the following:
"To the patient one to five years old,
give one to two cups of milk or water,
and to an older patient up to one quart.
Then place the blunt end of a spoon, a
_ toothbrush handle or stick to the back of
the throat-mouth, or give him an emetic
ftwi lspoonsful of powdered mustard
to a slass of water or one-halt to one
ounce of syrup of ipecac. Once the
Patient starts to vomit, he should be
placed face down with the head lower
than the hips which must be done to
keep the vomitus out of the lung."
The poison control center has for
many years carried on a campaign to
persuade people to examine the con-
tents of the home medicine cabinet to
make sure that there is nothing in it
that could be harmful. The odds are 100
to 1 that it contains medicines and other
items that ought to be in a locked0
cabinet. Published reports of deaths
from drugs that children took from the
home bathroom cabinets include heart
medicines, drugs used to induce sleep,
aspirin, and others. None of the
medicines prescribed by physicians
should be left where children can reach
them.
These simple precautions could allow
you to have a healthier, happier
summer.
Top Gospel Singers To Be In
Murray For School Of Music
Some of the premier gospel singers in
the country will be at Murray State
University during the next three weeks
with many of them participating in the
third annual Stamps-Blackwood School
of Music to be held on the campus.
Scheduled from June 14 through July
2, the school is for people of all ages
interested in learning the techniques of
gospel singing. More than 250 students,
a record number, are expected for this
yesr's school. Its faculty, including
some of the biggest in gospel singing,
will exceed 25.
Don Butler, who is nationally known
as the master of ceremonies at the
annual national gospel singing quartet
convention in Nashville, Tenn., is the
director of the school, which was held
for 15 years at Dallas, Tex., before
moving to Murray State in 1974.
Both the famous Stamps and Black-
wood Brothers quartets will be back for
the school with their members in-
structing in such courses as in-
strumental proficiency, piano, organ,
bass, wind and string instruments,
choral groups, solo and quartet singing.
Ed Enoch, who sings lead with the
stamps group, will teach a vocal class,
as will J. D. Sumner, the quartet's bass
singer and known across the country as
"the lowest bass singer in the world."
Enoch's wife, Shirley, a daughter of
Sumner, is the school's registrar.
Other members of the Stamps group
include Ed Hill, the baritone and for
eight years a member of the Prophets
Quartet, and Ronnie Booth, a 12-year
gospel singing veteran from the
f*troit, Mich., area. The newest
member of the group, he is the first
tenor.
Their piano accompanists is Ronnie
Mabe, who has been with the group for
a number of years and who i,s widely
known for the quartet's arrangements
as a long-time back-up group for Elvis
Presley.
The school, which has become
nationally known, was started by
brothers Frank and Virgil Stamps,
members of the original quartet. When
it was moved to Murray three years
ago. the Blackwood group became a
part of the organization, and this year,
the famous Spear Family singers will
be taking part.
James Blackwood is the only
member of the original Blackwood
Brothers quartet who will participate in
the school. A baritone, he sometimes is
referred to as "Mr. Gospel Music."
Also singing with the current Black'
woods is his newphew, Cecil, and L.
son, Jimmy. Jr The bass singer is Ken
Turner, famous for his instrumental
imitations, and Pat Hoffmaster, the
tenor. Tommy Fairchild is their ac-
companist.
Participating in the school for the
first time, the Spear Family will be
headed by Flrock and Ben Spear, sons of
the late and famous Mom and Dad
,
Spear, and are the only members of the
original "family" still alive.
Other members of the Spear group
include Diane Hooper and Vicki
Clayton, a native of Paducah and its
newest member. Guitar back-up music
is provided by two grandsons of the
founders, Steve and Brian Spear.
Last year. the Stamps quartet
recorded a live, in-concert 'gospel
album in the University's Lovett
Auditorium before large audiences on
two successive nights. The album,
entitled "The Stamps Live at Murray
State University,- has been nationally
distributed.
Each of the famous groups will
present practical demonstration
concerts periodically during the three-
week school, primarily for the students
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The search continues today for a
Murray man who has been implicated
in the crash of a local airplane in Texas,
loaded with nearly 1,000 pounds of
marijuana.
Warrants have been issued in Texas
and here in Murray for Max Putnam, a
Murray pilot, who is believed to have
been the operator of the Cessna
Skymaster twin-engined plane which
crashed near rural Hereford, Texas
last Thursday.
The F.A.A. lists the owner of the
airplane as Dr. James Ray Ammons, a
local physician. However, Dr. Ammons
said this morning that the airplane is
owned by himself, Dr. H. S. Jackson,
Jr., anothor local physician, and Lindy
Carr, also of Murray.
Carr, contacted this morning, said he
has no comment about the matter,
except to say that he had no knowledge
of the plane's whereabouts all last
week.
Dr. Jackson, also contacted this
morning, says the airplane is owned by
the corporation, but is rented out oc-
casionally, and that this was one of the
rentals to Putnam. Jackson implied
that Putnam has rented the plane on
several occasions in the past.
Deaf Smith County, Texas law en-
forcement officials, Texas State of-
ficials, and federal narcotics agents are
investigating the incident, and reports
from that area indicate that other
Kentuckians may be involved. Local
law enforcement officials are also
investigating the incident in Murray.
Texas officials said the plane ap-
parently left Murray early last week,
flew to Mexico where the marijuana
was picked up, and ran out of fuel on the
return trip. The pilot of the plane ap-
parently intended to re-fuel at
Amarillo, Texas, but mis-caculated his
fuel by 56 miles.
The street value of the contraband
was estimated at $250,000.
Although unconfirmed, another plane
is believed to have been flying with the
Skyrnaster. Witnesses at the scene
could describe it only as being white in
color. The presence of the second plane
is still unconfirmed by any official
source at this time.
Local Teenager Dead From
Possible Drowning At Home
A Murray Route Two teen-ager, Miss
Janet Lane McBride, has died as the
result of a possible drowning, according
to Max Morris, Calloway County
Coroner.,
Miss MCIIiide waS Prepiiounced dead
on arrival at the Murray-Calloway
,County Hospital at 1:45 p.m. Saturday.
Coroner Morris said the young girl had
gone into the house to reportedly wash
her hair. Her stepfather, Robert Cox,
and his wife arrived home and found
her unconscious in the bathtub. Cox
who is with the Calloway County Health
Department starting mouth to mouth
resuscitation until the Mercy am-
bulance arrived to take her to the
hospital. Her mother, Mrs. Robert
Sally) Cox, is a technician at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Morris said an autopsy is being con-
ducted.
The young girl had completed the
eighth grade at Murray Middle School
and was born January 30, 1962, at
Hopkinsville. She is survived by her
stepfather and mother, Mr. and Mr
Robert Cox, Murray Route Two, Penny -
Airport Road, one brother, Matthew
Cox, Murray Route Two, and her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert F.
Thomas Cadiz, and Mr. and Mr,
Alonzo McBride.
Funeral services are being held today
at two p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating and the Kings Sons
providing the music.
Serving as active and honorary
pallbearers are Jerry Gorrell, Eric
Polly, Jerry Shankel, R. L. Cooper,
DaVldWalker, Randy Wahatrit, Jimmy
Erwin, Barry Grogan, Gary Cooper,
and members of the Mercy Ambulance





To what extent has Calloway County
been sharing in the billions of dollars of
Federal funds that are distributed
annually by the government through
grants-in-aid?
Of the $48.2 billion handed out by
Washington in the past fiscal year.
including $6.1 billion in revenue sharing
grants, how much reached the local
area'
On the basis of Treasury Department
figures and a state-by-state analysis of
them made by the Tax Foundation, a
non-profit organization that keeps track
of government taxation and spending,
Calloway County received a relatively
large share.
An estimated $7,595,000 was ear-
marked for local purposes during the
year under a variety of aid programs.
Throughout the State of Kentucky as
a whole, the grants totaled $832,000,000.
the Tax foundation reports.
They were awarded for such needs as
education, welfare, health, job training,
urban renewal, food stamps, road
construction and the like.
The amounts, it is explained,
represent only grants-in-aid and
revenue sharing and do' not tnclude
general Federal expenditures in local
areas for goods and services.
Also considered in the study is how
much these benefits cost the com-
munities that receive them. They are
paid for in whole or in part, by the
portion of their income and excise taxes
that goes into the aid programs.
Calloway County's contribution to
them in the past year was ap-
proximately $5,241,000, according to a
breakdown of the Tax Foundation's
figures. The statewide total amounted
to $578,000,000. These costs are ex-
clusive of matching funds.
In 20 of the states the contributions
exceed the aid that was received. Two
states broke even. The others ended up
ahead of the game.
The tax burden fell most heavily on
residents of Florida. They paid $1.46 for
each dollar of aid received. Best off
were taxpayers in Alaska, who paid
only 42 cents per dollar of aid.
No attempt is made to balance the
grants and the costs, it is pointed out.
The awards are determined by a
community's needs and requirements.
3,000 Attend
Coffee Break
An estimated 3,000 persons attended
the first annual Bluegrass State CB
Club coffee break, held Saturday at the
Calloway County Fairgrounds.
Mary Beth Flays, daughter of Mrs.
Ann Hays, Route Six, was crowned as
the winner of the beauty pageant held
at the coffee break.
The largest in-state club represented
was the Hardin CB Club, and the
largest out-of-state club represented
was Paris, Tenn
The best dressed award went to the
Lakeland CB Club, and the award for
the club traveling the longest distance
went to the Princeton CB Club. The
oldest licensed CB'er was Nathan
Cochrum.
•





Club will meet with Mrs.
I karon McGary at seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet in
the senior youth room of the
church at seven p.m,
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at




Class will meet at the
Fellowship Hall of First
_Baptist Church at six p.m.
Tuesday, June 15
Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Coffee C
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at nine a.m. at Dexter
Community Center.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens and
will close at three p.m.
Teen social for seventh and
eighth grades will be at Oaks
Country Club from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. Each member may in-
vite two guests with a charge
of fifty cents per person.
--
Murray Lions Club ladies





Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Women of Murray Country
Club will play golf at nine a.m.
with Nancy Fandrich as
hostess.
Oaks Country Club women
will play golf and bridge at
9:30 a.m. with Nell Tackett as
golf hostess and Brenda Estes
as bridge hostess.
Youth Day, ages 8-12, will be
at Land Between the Lakes
with the first assembly at
Center Station at ten a.m.
Bring a lunch and advance
registration required
up Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economies
Be sure hands are scrubbed
with plenty of soap and warm
water, before handling
food—even at a picnic! Take a
container of detergent or soap
suds and clean towels along to
wash before and after meals-




bedding mattresses in sizes
from love seats to queen.
Purchase one with a top
quality mattress if it will be in
constant use. Mattresses for
convertible sofas are included
• in the flammability standards
established by Federal
legislation. Test convertible
sofas for sitting comfort. Are
the arms comfortable? Is the
height, width and slant of the
seat and back comfortable?
Test also for sleeping comfort
as you would any mattress.
Lie down on it. Is it com-
fortable? — Mrs. Mildred W.
Potts, LaCenter.
+ +
If fabric is slippery, lay it
out on tissue paper or an old
sheet to reduce sliding. Do not
allow the fabric if it is a knit)
to hang over the edge of the
cutting surface. This can
cause stretch and distortion of
the fabric. Cut with a very
shall). pair of shears. Shears
should have bent handles so
the fabric does not have to be
lifted for cutting. — Dean
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield.
++
SOME TIPS ON HOW TO
USE YOUR PRESSURE
SAUCEPAN — Place water
and food in the cooker ac-
cording to the recipe. Secure
the lid, checking to see that it
is on properly. Place pressure
regulator on steam vent pipe
so that it is level—cooking
surface should also be level.
Place pan on heat and listen
for steam to be exhausted
from the cooker. The
regulator will begin to jiggle
or rock. When jiggling at a
steady rate, reduce heat so
that the regulator maintains a
slow, steady jiggling motion.
Start counting time and cook
for time specified in recipe.
Turn off heat under pan on a
gas unit; turn off heat and
remove pan from electric unit.
Reduce pressure naturally by
letting the cooker rest while
pressure drops or reduce
instantly by running cold
water over side of cooker.
Remove pressure control,
open cover and serve. — Mrs.
Pat Curtsinger, Benton.
+++
SEWING ON SNAPS — Sew
top of snap on first. Apply
chalk to tip and press to op-
posite side of closure. This
marks the place to stitch


















By Abigail Van Buren
4.19766, ChKato Trot.. S r Nwn Syr/ Inc
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my 15-year-old daughter.
Here is her routine: The minute she comes home from
school, she ttirns on the TV and watches it until suppertime.
Right after supper she calls her girlfriend, and they yak
for about an hour. Then her boyfriend calls her, and they
alLfor another hour.
Then she takes a bath and washes her hair. After that,
she watches "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman." When it's
over, she calls her girlfriend, and they discuss it.
THEN she starts to do her homework. By that time she is
all tired out. Her grades are barely passing, and she
complains that the teachers give her too much homework. I
tell her if she'd start her homework earlier, it wouldn't be
'too much."
Abby, how does a mother get through to a 15-year-old
with habits like these?
TALKING TO A WALL
DEAR TALKING: You are about 10 years too late to
change the work habits or more appropriately "non-work
habits") of your 15-year-old, but try anyway. Insist that she
do her homework as soon as she comes borne from school.
And if she heads for the TV say, "Nothing doing. Nothing
doing!"
DEAR ABBY: I know you've had some pretty far-out
problems in your life, but this one will surely take the cake.
I am a 16-year-old boy, and to put it bluntly, I've fallen in
love with one of my teachers. You may think that's normal
for a kid my age, but the teacher happens to be a male, and
he's a priest as well.
Although I've never considered myself completely gay, I
know love when it happens, and believe me, this is love. I've
even considered going into the priesthood just to have more
in common with him, but I'm not sure I'd make a good
priest.
When this teacher talks to me, I just clam up, so he
probably thinks I'm just quiet, so we don't have the
greatest relationship. I don't know many girls because this
is an all-boy school, but I've dated some.
I know I need,some kind of help, but don't suggest a
school counselor. I could never face one. I know rin -All
mixed up, but I'm not crazy. I keep thinking about this
teacher night and day, and that's not normal. Please help
me.
MIXED UP
DEAR MIXED: You DO need help, and the best
available near you jos a school counselor. He's heard your
story before and so have I), /0 there's no reason to be
ashamed. You must talk this out frankly with
professional. You may not even be gay (it could simply be a
phase you're going through. I urge you to see a counselor'
DEAR ABBY: Can Cub Scouts join the Brownies now')
LUKE IN SALEM, ORE
DEAR LUKE: Not to my knowledge. If you're a Cub
Scout, you'll have to make brownie points in your own den
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a persons,
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Your individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FORD. &SIM Y, JUNE 15, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20
A good period for planning
expansion of all your interests.
A little more research into a
project you may be considering
could prove beneficial.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Be sure that your motives and
meanings are clear to others.
Don't take for granted that all of
your associates are mind
readers.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 211 II14*
You may find some real
values in seemingly unim-
portant offerings, so don't
dismiss lightly. Neither make
changes in matters now running
smoothly,
CANCER
June 22 to July 231 et)
Unusual tact needed here —
in domestic, social and business
circles. Don't "make waves" or
stir up dissension -- only too
easily done now if you are not
alert.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 41242
Unexpected altercations
could mar your day, so be alert
at all times. Do YOUR part to
maintain harmony.
VIRGO
)• Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%
Get together with those in-
volved in current projects if it
would bring about better un-
derstanding, further progress.
Your own "answers" could be
incomplete
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) Irian
Beneficent influences en-
courage all your endeavors --
especially those along creative
lines. Some interesting com-
munications indicated
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov 22) MeV
Do the best overall job you




energy emplo!,ment and wasted
striving.
SAGITTARIUS
1Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Be careful what you read into
this day. It has fine potential,
but all things must be handled
with discretion.
CAPRICORN
iDec. 22 to Jan. 20i It
Don't plan on expanding
activities unless sure they are
within wise limits and that you
can handle the ' extras" without
deserting primary interests.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid extravagance now.
Friction about financial mat-
ters is possible with a partner —
marital or business Take no
risks whatsoever with assets.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
One of your top days for at-
tainment, but strengthen
present status before tackling
new ventures. Use that ex-
traordinarily good judgment if
yours
YOU BORN TODAY are one
of the most artistic of all
Getninians -- and that is saying
a lot. Even if you should choose
a business career, you will
follow some form of art, either
as a second vocation or an
avocation. And the fields vary
from music, writing, painting
and designing to the theater.
You love to travel and your
affinity for beauty, color and
symmetry is outstanding. You
always see the best in people
and places and your tendency is
to share your delightful ob-
servations with others In fact,
you are inclined to share
EVERYTHING with others
since you are generous, almost
to a fault. You are ingenious,
too, and could even make a
name for yourself through the
invention of some form of highly
useful gadgetry. Traits to curb
impulsiveness and er-




Nancy Fandrich Gives Lineups
For Ladies Golf, Murray Club
Nancy Fandrich will serve
,is golf hostess on Wednesday,
June 16th, for the Murray
Country Club ladies day golf.
Anyone unable to play is asked
to call Mrs. Fandrich at 753-
3193.
SECOND FLIGHT, number
one tee 9 am — Diane
illanova, Sue Costello,
Rebecca Irvan, Pam C.
Maffety.
9:05 a.m.—Louise Lamb,
Anna Mary Adams, Patsy
Miller, Rainey Apperson.
9:10—Rowena Cullom, Jean
Doxie, Urbena Koenan, Edith
Garrison.
9:15—Lau Doran, Frances
Miller, Chris Graham, Faira
Alexander.
FIRST FLIGHT number one
tee 9:25 a.m.—Beverly Spann,
Margaret Shuffett, Betty
Stewart, Euldine Robinson.





number one tee, 9:45, Betty Jo
Purdom, Phyllis Kain, Carol
Hibbard, Betty Lowry.
9: 50—Jerlene Sullivan,
Venela Sexton, Evelyn Jones,




Belote, Martha Sue Ryan,
Jenny Hutson.
9:05—Dorothy Eike, Ruth
Wilson, Eva Morris, Norma
Frank,
9:10—Judy Muelhman
Annie Knight. Aurelia Batt.
Marilyn Adkins.
9:15—Eddie Mae Outland,
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Bra & Girdle Sale
Instead Bra - 3 Styles
Save s1"
Free Spirit Bra - 3 Styles
Save '1"
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Pedicure Tips Tackle
Basics Of Procedure
PRESCRIPTION FOR a pedicure:
Soak feet in lukewarm water to soften. Then
rub pumice stone over callused areas and hard-
ened skin on heels and the bottom of the feet.
In fresh water, wash feet, using plenty of soap.
First scrub nails with a brush, then use a soapy
washcloth to push back cuticles.
Rinse and dry feet thoroughly, push cuticles
back again with the dry towel.
If cuticles are overgrown, apply cuticle remov-
er and work back with a cotton-wrapped orange
stick. Wash and dry feet again. Use small-nosed
scissors to trim dead skin away at the sides of the
nails. Cut toenails straight across with nail clippers
and round rough edges slightly with an emery
board. Polish.
And paint flowers as desired.
Munsingpmar
grand slam' shirt
The great shirt for golf or any swinging sport.
This cool action knit has all the advantages:
Contrasting stitched trim, convenient pocket,
tailored collar and pure polyester comfort. Add














Sheera,ure underwire Ora with
beautiful cups of distinctive Leaf
Lace and Antron• III nylon tricot
Pretty Cain:- straps with adjustment
Power Mist* wings White. Black.
Honey Berge
je an Regularly $TA*:
' bra in lightly
tricot Gentle
terwire for uplift stretchy Power
wings for comfort White
n. Dawn Pink. Heeven Blue,
-iey Beige
New $5.11111-111espearly$7.110:
Beautiful "Bouc,..e. Liall" over-
casts lustrous Antron• III nylon
tricot in e lightly fiberfill contour
bnr- Wings and frame of Power
Mist* for comfort All White or
Candleglow with Ecru lam
Now AtAll—Rosulorly INLOO:
The basic all-purpose First
Choice." bra in soft anti-cling
Antral" III nylon IfICOI Wings arid
Irame of power net for comfort
White Honey Beige
Al Bras
Sizes 3/-36 B & C C-47p,T1
x40-144
Now $4.11,—Regularly 51.00:
The feminine Bow:we! Lace
control brief 01 anti cling Antron•
ill nylon and Lycraospencles lacy
panel adds prettiness, control H.
cur legs for comfort Sores S-IIA-L








Craig-Guy Vows Solemnized In
Ceremony At Mason's Chapel c
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel K. Guy
The marriage of Miss Neva
Jill Craig, daughter of Mrs.
Robert Ross Craig of Murray,
and the late Mr. Craig, and
Daniel K. Guy, son of IA.
Colonel Carroll Wilson Guy,
United States Air Force,
Retired, and Mrs. Guy, of
Route Six, Murray, was
solemnized at Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church,
Hazel, on Saturday, May 15.
Rev. A. C. Morrison, Jr.,
pastor of Saint James United
Methodist Church, Memphis,
Tenn., read the vows.
The altar of the church was
centered with a brass arch of
fifteen candles flanked with
columns filled with multi-
colored daisies, sweetheart
roses, snapdragons, and
baby's breath. Two brass
swirl candelabra with fifteen
tapers were on each side of the
altar. Alternating pews were
marked with nosegays of
multi-colored daisies and
baby's breath. Arrangements
of sweet bay blossoms and
leaves were placed in the
windows of the church.
The register table in the
vestibule of the church was
decorated with a miniature
brass candelabrum filled with
a miniature arrangement of
the church flowers. Miss
Melinda Solmon, cousin of the
bride, presided at the register
table.
As the guests assembled, a
selection of prenuptial music
was presented by Mrs. J. W.
Jones, organist, and Mrs.
John A. White, vocalist. Organ
selections included "Love
Theme from Romeo and
Juliet', "Walk Hand in Hand,"
"Let It Be Me," "The Song of
Ruth," "Because," "Lara's
Theme from Dr. 72nivago," "0
Perfect Love," "The Shadow
of Your Smile," and "Panis
Angelius." Mrs. White sang
"Theme from Mondo Cane"
and "The Twelfth of Never."
Following the pledging of the
vows, Mrs. White sang "One
Hand, One Heart." Chimes
and The Bridal Chorus by
Wagner were played as the
bride entered. The recessional
was The Traditional Wedding
March by Mendelssohn.
Bride's Dress
The bride Was lovely in a
formal gown of silk maracaine
in magnolia white, accented
with lustered pearls. The
natural waistline was defined
with a diamond inset midriff,
embellished with pearls, and
the mandarin neckline was
also adorned with the pearl
bead treatment. Long Bishop
sleeves were fitted at the
wrist.
A voluminous skirt of
paneled maracaine flowed
gracefully into a chapel train
as she descended the aisle
escorted by her brother-in-
law, James William Collier,
Jr., who gave her in marriage.
She chose for her headdress
an all over pearl beaded calot,
to which was attached a tiered
veil of silk illusion, that flowed
elbow length...
Her bridal bouquet was a
nosegay of white sweetheart
rose, stephanotis, and baby's
breath.
Mrs. James W. Collier, Jr.,
sister of the bride, was matron
of honor. She wore a formal
gown of summer turquoise
and matte jersey. The halter
bodice was covered with a
matching jacket featuring
capelet sleeves and hem-
stitched detail. The unadorned
skirt was designed into a soft
dimdle, and her headdress
was a matching picture hat of
horsehair braid, draped in silk
illusion, with waist length
streamers.
She carried a nosegay of
multi-colored daisies,
sweetheart roses, and baby's
breath.
The bridesmaids. Miss Patti
Craig, sister of the bride, and
Miss Laurel Guy, sister of the
groom, were attired iden-
tically to the honor attendant.
Peter A. Roney served the
groom as best man.
Groomsmen were Paul L.
Guy, brother, of the groom,
and Johnny W. Williams, of
Memphis, Tenn. The groom
was attired in a candlelight
tailcoat with a white
sweetheart rose and
stephanotis as his bouton-
niere. The men wore can-
dlelight tuxedoes and
boutonnieres of stephanotis.
Mrs. Craig, mother of the
bride, chose for her
daughter's wedding a formal
shirtwaist design dress of
pastel pink chiffon over crepe
featuring long, sheer Bishop
sleeves. Her accessories were
of a matching hue.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Guy, wore a modified princess
style gown, with raised
waistline, of pale green
polyester linen, trimmed with
hand embroidery.
Both Mrs. Craig and Mrs
Guy wore orchid corsages.
Mrs. Hoyt Craig, grand-
mother of the bride, wore a
formal gown of aqua knit
featuring chiffon sleeves and
embroidery at the waist. Mrs.
Roy Bowen, grandmother of
the bride, wore a gown of






ceremony, Mrs. Craig was
hostess to a reception at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
The bride's table was
covered with a white satin
cloth draped to the floor and
accented with white ribbons.
The center of the table
featured a silver candelabrum
holding' white tapers and an









and aqua daisies with baby's
breath. At one end of the
bride's table was the beautiful
three tiered cake decorated in
White and topped with an
arrangement of cut flowers.
Baby's breath and greenery
accented the cake at the
bottom. Punch was served
from a silver punch service.
Nuts, mints, and hors
d'oeuvres were served from
silver appointments.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. David Warwick, of
Maryville, Tenn., and Miss
Peggy Guy, sisters of the
groom. Also assisting with the
reception were Miss Susan
Johnson and Mrs. Jeff
Hughes. The reception was
directed by Mrs. Yandal
Wrather.
Mrs. James Myatt played
piano selections throughout
the reception. An
arrangement of daisies and
baby's breath in a silver bowl
decorated the piano.
For traveling Mrs. Guy
wore a blue linen suit with a
corsage of white daisies.
After a short wedding trip,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy are at home
at Route Two, Hazel.
Rehearsal Dinner
On Friday evening, May 14,
at eight o'clock, the groom's
parents entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at The Brass
Lantern in Aurora, in honor of
their son, Daniel K. Guy, and
his fiancee, Miss Neva Jill
Craig.
The U-shaped table was
centered with a beautiful
arrangement of pink, yellow,
and aqua daisies, white
snapdragons, and baby's
breath in a silver bowl.
The attendants of the bride
and groom were presented




Covers were laid for 35
guests which included
members of the wedding
party, family, and out of town
guests.
Out of town guests and
relatives attending the
wedding were Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Thompson, Perry, Fla.,
Rev. and Mrs. A. C. Morrison,
Jr., of Memphis, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Solomon, Pam,
and Melinda, of Paris, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. David Warwick
of Maryville, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. James William Collier of
Cynthiana, David Alexander,
Mr. and Mrs. Collin Hyde,
Scott, and David, of
Lexington, Chester Turner of
Marion, Ohio, Andrew Turner
of Springfield, Ohio, Ernest
Mount of Rochester, New
York, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Haler of Madison, Wisconsin.
s Bride's Supper
A delightful Supper honoring
the bride and her attendants
was given by Mrs. Dale
Solmon, aunt of the bride, at
her lovely home at Hillcrest
Circle in Paris,. Tenn., ,on
Thursday, May 13.
Sixteen guests were served
a delicious meal at tables
covered with white linen
cloths centered with freshly
cut flowers.
WATCH FOOD
The soundest approach to
weight control is prevention
Doctors know it's simply
easier for people to not get fat
in the first place than to lost.
weight after they've put on too
many pounds. So watch your
weight, and don't become
overweight. Enjoy your food,
but eat only as much as you





Baby's first food, milk, is
87 percent water. Apples
contain 85 percent water.
The fact is that the weight
of most foods comes from
water, naturally.
Some of the world's most
knowledgeable nutritionists,
experts at Heinz, urge con-
sumers not to becomeicori-
corned when they see water
Fated as the first, second, or
third ingredient on the food
label. Since water occurs
naturally in so many of the
major products' ingredients,
it is very often the ingredi-
ent in the greatest amount
and must be listed as such.
..Some people are con-
cerned because unused baby
food sometimes gets watery.
This condition is technically
called "enzymatic liquefac-
tion." Simply stated, human
saliva contains an enzyme
called pytalin or salivary
amylase. This active enzyme
helps us to digest carbohy
drates or sugars by breaking
them down into smaller,
simple sugars, acceptable by
the body tissue.
















ly from the jar, chances are
you've transferred saliva
'and the pytalin enzyme) to
the food jar. Thus, pytalin
begins to break down or
thin carbohydrates in the
leftover food, creating a
watery consistency.
For this reason, it is rec-
ommended that you spoon
out the desired amount of
food from the jar, heat and
serve. Cover and refrigerate
the unused portion in the
jar (but use within several
days for maximum flavor).
These are ideas which ex-
perts on infant nutrition
would say really hold water.
LAUGHTER: "Medicine to




Lit s wolcswo yea.
Mrs Kathryn Outland
Phone 15) $71
IN Nellaws Sere • IN NW'
A great Father's
Day gift idea!
LIMITED TIME SAVINGS ON POPULAR STYLES!
JULIET smooth tricot underwire bra in blue, beige and
white. Regular 7.50 to 8.50, NOW 6.49 to 6.99
FIRST CHOICE bra, in Antron III nylon tricot, Regular
6.00, NOW 4.99 in beige only
SHEERALURE basic underwire bra in white only, Regular
8.50 to 9.50, NOW 6.99 to 7.99
FAMOUS DOUBLE TULIP pantie girdle in white only.
Sizes SMLXL, Regular 17.00, NOW 13.99
BOUQUET LACE brief girdle in white only,
Sizes SML, Regular, 7.00, NOW 4.99
HOSE HOLDER'pantie girdle in beige only. Sizes8MLXL





With any other Frances Denney or
Lucarelli purchase! CONTENTS: Pr
shave Beard Softener, After Shave
Skin Fortifier and Totally Different
Cologne in a utility Kit. Hurry in today!
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TODAY'S TOPIC: Solzhenitsyn's Moral Imperatives HARRIGAN
At a time when the free world is in
disarray and unsure how to resist the
advance of totalitarianism, it is terribly
important for believers in freedom and
justice to rally in support of their
principles.
Happily, a rally of free world writers
and scholars will take place in Boulder,
Colo., June 22-23 when the Alexander
Solzhenitsyn Society For Freedom and
Justice holds an international con-
ference on detente. Solzhenitsyn, the
great anti-communist Russian author
and authentic hero of freedom in our
times, will address the conference.
The Solzhenitsyn Society ( Box 4654,
Boulder) is a non-partisan organization
devoted solely to the preservation of
freedom and security of the free world
through the promulgation of
Solzhenitsyn's ideas. The director of the
Society is Prof. Edward Rozek of the
University of.Colorado, in his own right
a distinguished battler against tyranny.
Though the Soviets have made artful
use of "disinformation" in an effort to
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In observation of members of the
species Potomacus Exoticus, which is
to say congressmen, one can sort out
every shape of skull known to an-
thropologists — the Round Head, the
Flat Head, the Big Head, the Pin Head,
the Square Head, the Hard Head, even
the Egg Head and, of course, the Knot
head. Only the Knot Head can't be
explained. it can't even be untied.
The Murroy lodger 8 Times is
published every afternoon except Sun
days July 4 Christmas Day Nova Yeor s
Day and Thanksgiving by Murroy
Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second Closs Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In oreos served
West, his reputation as a moral leader
continues to grow. His broadcast on
BBC in Great Britain early this spring
had an extraordinary effect in
awakening the British people to the
moral necessity of combating com-
munist totalitarianism.
In his memorable BBC interview,
Solzhenitsyn described the disastrous
effect of detente. "Over the last two
years," he said, "terrible things have
happened. The West has given up not
only four, five or six countries—the
West has given up all its world
positions." He said that the "West has
given everything away so impetuously,
has done so much to strengthen the
tyranny in our country (the USSR) that
today all these questions are so longer
relevant in the Soviet Union."
The great Russian novelist and
historian continued: "Your
capitulations, all your political
processes, move very quickly. The
speed of your capitulations has so
rapidly overtaken the pace of our moral
regeneration that at the moment the
Soviet Union can only move along one
path: the flourishing of
totalitarianism."
The writers and scholars who will
meet at Boulder are intent upon one
object: halting the capitulations
inherent in the policy of detente with
the Soviet Union.
Detente has been a one-way street,
serving the interests of the Soviets. The
Soviets have talked detente but em-
ployed their Cuban clients as proxy
forces to seize Angola. The Soviets are
bending every effort to persuade
Americans to sell them computers. and
other advanced technological systems.
The sophisticated technology the
Soviets want from the United States
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems—.
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write Heartline, 8514 N. Main
St., Dayton, Ohio. 45415. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies, but you
must include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTI.INE: Are all veterans
eligible for a nonservice-connected
disability pension?—C.K.
AnSwer: No. Only veterans with 90
days or more honorable wartime
service who are permanently and
totally disabled from reasons not
traceable to service are eligible.
Heartline: My husband passed away
on April 29. L received his social
Security check on May 3. Can I get
another check made out to me for this
benefit?—B.R.
Answer: You age entitled to this
check for your husband that was
received on May 3. Social Security
checks for any given month are paid
during the following month ( May's
check is for April To be eligible for a
benefit check, your husband would
have had to live through the entire
month.
Years Ago
The Calloway Fiscal Court this
morning voted to increase the county
income by ten per cent over last year
and set a date for a public hearing to be
held on the same.
The first step in joining Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes was completed
yesterday. The land that separated the
two lakes was removed by' a dredging
would vastly augment the company preparatory to the formationmilitary_
potential of the Kremlin regime.
It also should be noted that Peking is
interested in obtaining arms and ad-
vanced technology from the United
States. Tragically, some corporations
are willing to pursue this business,
despite the damage such trade would do
to the security of the American people.
Secretary of Commerce Eliot
Richardson recently let it be known in
Tokyo that the administration would
consider trade in arms with Communist
China. His statement is cause for the
most profound concern, as it reflects a
blindness toward security and moral
questions.
The importance of Solzhenitsyn lies
in his moral example. Asked about the
late Bertrand Russell's statement
"Better Red than dead," Solzhenitsyn
responded: "All my life and the life of
my generation, the life of those who
share my views, we all have one
standpoint: Better to be dead than a
scoundrel."
It is to be hoped that those who would
trade America's advanced technology
to Moscow or Peking will heed the
moral imperatives expressed so
brilliantly and convincingly by
Alexander Solzhenitsyn.
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130 00 per year .
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of a canal that will link the two lakes.
Deaths reported include Burton Lax,
Route Two, Buchanan, Tenn.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has. been found eligible by the U. S.
Department of Health, Education andi
Welfare to provide services to the older
people of Calloway Count) under the
medicare program when it begins July
1.
"Dr. Kopperud out early this mor-
ning looking over a new subdivision
which lies west of South 18th Street,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Billy Joe Fulton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Fulton, has completed four
years of service with the Air Force and
will now return to his studies as a junior
at Murray State College.
Bascom Hughes, age 86, died June 12
at his home at Puryear, Tenn.
The governing board of Hazel has
voted to adopt daylight saving time for
the city of Hazel.
Mrs. J. I. Hosick and Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop of the Murray Woman's Club
attended the convention of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's Clubs
held at Louisville last week.
Mrs. Paul Butterworth and children,
Carolyn and Paul. Jr., are visiting her
family in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Bible Thought
Now therefore fear ye not: I will
nourish you and your little ones.
And he con;forted them, and spake
kindly unto them. Genesis 50:21.
If we could but always speak
—kindly to others, how much brighter
our lives would be. -
Copley News Service
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Heartline's "Guide to Medicare"
covers the entire Medicare program in
easy-to-understand, question-and-
answer form. For your copy, send $1.50
and your name and address to Hear-
tline's "Guide to Medicare," 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415.
Heartline: If I am hospitalized for
treatment of my service-connected
disability, how is my VA compensation
affected?—J.K.
Answer: If you are hospitalized for
more than 21 days, your disability
rating will be increased to 100 per cent
until the last day of the month of
hospital discharge or termination of
treatment or observation for the
disability.
Heartline: I am a 67-year-old widow.
I am receiving a widow's Social
Security check from my deceased
husband's Social Security. I have never
worked in my lifetime. I have been
seeing a gentleman friend of mine quite
a bit for the last six months. He has
asked me to marry him. If I do marry
him, will I continue to receive my full
social Security benefits? Mrs. B. L.
Answer: If you decide to remarry,
your Social Security widow's benefits
would be reduced. Upon your
remarriage you would receive an
amount equal to either 50 per cent of
your present widow's benefit or 50 per
cent of your new husband's Social
Security check. You are eligible to
receive the larger of these two benefits,
but not both of them.
Heartline: Is it true that husbands of
female veterans are eligible for the
same Veterans Administration benefits
as wives and widows of male veterans?
-- J. R.
Answer: Yes. A besband or widower
is in the same status as a wife or widow
of a male veteran and is eligible to
receive the same benefits if otherwise
entitled.
OPINION PAGE
By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT—Some legislators are
becoming increasingly concerned
about the new court system legislation
that they must handle in the special
legislative session between
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
The chief concern is over financing
the court system while providing
county government with the revenues it
will lose through abolishment of
quarterly courts and city courts.
Under proposals now, when the new
district court system becomes effective
Jan. 1, 1978; all revenue from fines and
forfeitures in these courts will go to
state government. In turn, the proposal
is, state government will return some of
this money to cities and counties. Since
lower courts always have been
operated on the fee system, replacing
this lost revenue becomes a knotty
problem. Some very small towns have
relied upon this revenue as one of their
chief sources for operating govern-
ment.
Senate Bill 330, passed in the 1976
session, requires fiscal courts to furnish
offices, a court room and utilities for a
commonwealth is attorney as well as a
grand jury room, witness rooms and
telephone service. It also allows a
circuit judge to employ a secretary
whose salary will be paid out of state
funds.
This law will be effective until
legislation is developed i'n the special
session. It is almost certain that county
government still will be required to
furnish space for circuit courts, but
some legislation may be passed that
will return money from the state to
county government in the form of rent
or other services provided for circuit
courts.
What do you do with present county
judges after Jan. 1, 1978? The con-
stitutional amendment setting up the
new four-tier court system doesn't
eliminate the office of county judge,
BEETLE! IM .)/ 401.C1
H4OLt3 ACM,' 4
GONNA... REGJLATION5.,
YOU CAN'T' 5TR1KE A
PRIVATE! NO NITTING,
NO KICKING, NO 5TOMPNG
NOTkNG
TRAT!
although it strips him of his judicial
duties. In effect, the county judge,
while retaining the title, will become
chaimian of the Fiscal Court, whi,"1 in
effect is the board of directors of
government.
The fees for county judges will be
eliminated, and the salaries must come
somewhere in county government.
Fees for magistrates trying cw.es in the
courts also will be eliminated.
County judges now handle
misdemeanor cases, civil cases up to a
certain limited amount of money and
juvenile cases. They issue warrants
and perform other services that all
bring in fees to the office from which
comes the money for operation of the
office. If the judge receives his
maximum salary set by statute, the
office must produce sufficient money to
pay him. Some small counties do not
generate this maximum salary for
officials.
Gov. Julian Carroli is now in the
process of having audits made of all
county judges offices, police court
offices and those affected by the new
court system. The purpoSe is to
determine how much this brings into
city and county governments and will
be a guideline as what the state can
expect in fees under the new District
Court system when it goes into effect.
The audit also will provide a guideline
as to how much revenue must be
returned by the state to cities and
counties to keep them operating at the
present level.
Legislators don't know now what the
effect the new system will have on the
local governments affected. This is
what has them worried.
However, much time is now being
spent on developing the legislation to be
introduced in the special session. Those
close to the study seem confident that
an equitable method will be developed.
TRUE...NOW I'M
























































Ray T. Broach, Agent
753-4703
IIOnce again you've done
a fine job All year long D
you're sent an abundance
of delicious and wholesome
I
dairy products to dnarket. We 1c1
thank you for your ‘fflitinue4
0,













A Star In The Industry
by Kenneth Paschall
This is the story of a
beautiful lady. But she's no
ordinary lady. Her name is
Banner Belle Mollie and she
will be 9 years old in July.
And, as you might have
guessed, Mollie is a registered
Jersey cow.
Mollie makes her home,
along with other Jerseys, at
the Paschall Jersey Patin.
Her owner is Kenneth
Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carves Paschall of Hazel.
Kenneth is very proud- of
Mollie and her ac-
complishments, and for her
beauty. Mollie has received
many Grand Champion and
Showmanship honors at fairs
all over Kentucky and West
Tennessee. In the showring
and even on the farm, Mollie
holds her head high and walks
like a true lady. And because
of Mollie, Kenneth has
received twelve trophies and
plaques, plus numerous




















probably earn more as long as
Mollie continues to win favor
in the hearts of the judges.
Just recently Mollie became
somewhat of a celebrity in
Calloway County. Most of the
Jersey cattle in the county
were classified about two
weeks ago. When a cow is
classified, she is compared
with an ideal cow and given a
score from the following
scale: 90 and over Excellent;
85 to 81, very good; 80 to 84
desirable; 75 to 79, ac-
ceptable;' 70-74 poor. Before
this last claksification, Mollie
has been scored 90 and then 91
for the next two classification
periods. But on June 1, 1976,
Mollie received a score of 93
and according to Ted Howard,
Area Dairy Specialist, Mollie
became the highest classified
cow in Calloway County.
Mollie not only excells in
ype, but she also has good
production records. On the
last DHIR official production
record, Mollie had been
milking for 99 days and gave
5484 Pounds of milk and 268
pounds of fat. Her projected
305 day M. E. is 12,739 pounds
of milk and 648 pounds offal. flavorings.
Mollie has also produced 'four
daughters and two sons. Three
of her daughters have
production records of their
own now and are milking well
above herd average. Mollie's
additions have helped to in-
crease Kenneth's herd to
about twenty registered
Jerseys.
So from the description of
the awards and honors that
Mollie has received, anyone
can see why Kenneth Paschall
Is the proud miler of such a
cow. And it's no wonder by
Mollie is one of the stars of the
dairy industry.
Going
, to work for...
more nutritious, delicious dairy
foods and more dairy dollars
from health-giving milk and natural butter to flavorful cheeses and poplar
 ndet
derful dairy foods that start with the cow depend on some help from others, too.
and 
icb ctreer am, those won
Modern farm machinery helps to produce and harvest feed crops 
fa
to care for
the cow and to milk her ... to make dairy farming more practictl and profitable 
But that's just part of the story It's the man who cares for the cow . tfse dai
ry farmer who makes
the difference — with his hard work, his knowledge, experience and sound business management
We're proud to salute you, dairy farmers . and proud to serve yota with more efficient, more pro-
ductive farm equipment for every dairying need
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
In June, 1937, National Milk
Month was begun to salute the
dairy farmers for producing
milk, so important to the
nation's health and economic
welfare. The nationwide
program evolved into June
Dairy Month with its reminder
to consumers of the nutritional
importance of dairy foods in
the family diet.
The original summer
campaign noted that cow's
production of milk went up
during the green grass
months. Today, even though
June is not the highest milk
producing month, the month-
long JDM salute is accepted
by newspaper editors and
expected by consumers.
Modern dairy technology
has equalized monthly milk
production. So June becomes
a promotional platform for
dairy farmers to mention milk
to consumers, and to em-
phasize the importance of the
$21 billion dairy industry to
the field of agriculture and
allied industries.
June is a time for
newspaper editors to salute
the "foster mother of the
human race," the cow. It's
also a time for dairy nights at
the ball park and milking
contests and refreshing milk
or cooling ice cream. That's
another wonderful thing about
dairy products, oftentimes
called nature's own "con-
venience foods." They don't
have any skin to peel or bone
to throw away; just nutritious
products instantly ready to
use.
And dairy foods fit your
warm weather eating moods.
ranging from a back yard
bash to a formal dinner
Cottage cheese with fresh
fruit, sour cream or yogurt f or
summer salads. Milk alone, or
with ice cream and natural














June Is DAIRY MONTH..
a time to say er THANK YOUi
To the dairy farmers of this area, whom we know as friends, neighbors and cus-
tomers, we say "Thank You" ... for supplying all of us with the health-giving .
nutrition and delicious flavor of dairy products ... for building farm income, im-
proving business and boosting our local economy.





237 No. 8th Mayfield 241 41t0
Industrial Rd. 753-1319
•
Seo us to, all your piumb,ng and •Iectricoi needs
Open 7o m 5p m Mon -Sor
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Celebrate The Bicentennial With A Favorite
George Washington is said
tor; have been crazy about it.
Deily Madison served it at the
White House in 1813. It was ice
cram, of course. It was a
rarity in those days, but 200
years later it's one of
Ainerica's favorite desserts.
Every American consumes
nearly 20 pounds a year.
During the first part of the
eighteenth century, most
American homemakers had to
prepare it by themselves, for
very special occasions. It
wasn't until 1851 that the first
wholesaler of ice cream, one
Jacob Fussell, opened a plant
in Pennsylvania. Although
that ice cream bore little
resemblance to the product we
know today, it was eagerly
accepted. Shortly after that





During this special month we are hop -
to...
Salute
our friends and neighbors in the pain.
Industry.
The quality of American milk is the
highest in the world!! A fact that makes us






plants in Boston, Washington
and New York.
Most grandmothers and
great grandmothers can still
remember preparing their
own ice cream for family
reunions, birthdays, church
socials or summer picnics.
They probably supervised as
the freezer was carefully
packed with ice and salt, but
undoubtedly poured the
precious cream mixture into
the inner bucket themselves.
In those days of large
families, there were plenty of
willing hands to crank the
freezer. And then, of course,
there was the endless wait as
the ice cream ripened while
mouths watered and appetites
soared, as potential paddle
lickers contemplated the
sweet and creamy concoction.
Ice Cream Parlors
It was in the 1880's and for
years afterwards that the ice
cream parlor became an
institution. It was a special
someplace and cool!) to go
after Sunday evening walks,
the boat ride or the concert in
the park. Even unescorted
young ladies could go there
without being criticized!
There it was, cool with its
marble topped tables and dark
polished wood furniture. And
the specialities they served
were really something!
Sundaes became works of art
with their fancy glasses,
swirls of whipped cream,
topped with nuts and bright
maraschino cheeries. Sodas
were tall, colorful layers of ice
cream, fruit syrup, more ice
cream, a bit of fizz, all
crowned with whipped cream,
of course.
Ice Cream Delicacies
It is at the ice cream parlor
where several specialties
were born. For one, there was
the Banana Split with its three
scoops of different kinds of ice
cream, banked by a split
banana on either side,
lathered with sauces and a
garnish of whipped cream,
('herries and nuts.
For more delicate appetites
there was Banana Royale,




We need family farmers to meet the growing deman-
ds of a growing nation - and farmers need marketing
support by Dairymen Inc.
Farmer Owned and Controlled
See The Exhibit At Paducah Mall Thurs., Fri., and Sat (June 17 18 19)
By The D.I. Young Dairymen Club
single scoop of ice cream, half
a banana, quartered, drizzled
with caramel sauce.
Tin Roof Sundaes vied for
popularity with Black and
White. Tin Room? That was
vanilla ice cream covered
with thick chocolate sauce
sprinkled liberally with
peanuts. Black and White was
made in a banana split dish
with a scoop, each, of vanilla
and chocolate ice cream,
capped with marshmallow
sauce.
For Will Rogers fans there
was a David Harem Sundae.
For this, vanilla ice cream
was layered with crushed
strawberries, more vanilla lee
cream, then crushed
pineapple. Variations might
layer vanilla ice cream with
butterscotch sauce to replace
the fruit, but it was always
topped with mounds of
whipped cream, maraschino
cherry and chopped nuts.
California Sunset was
another piece de resistance.
This consisted of strawberry




concoctions it was simple to
get into Black Cows (root beer
with a float of vanilla ice
cream) or Purple Cows
(grape juice with vanilla ice
cream).




Charles & George Black
Paul Blalock & Otley Whitt.
Cecil St Darrell Cleaver
Edward Collins
Edward Dowdny






























H. Fred & Harold Williams
Jim Pat Wilson
Eddie Workman
Cole slaw gets the go-ahead
for warm weather meals
because it's crisp and tasty.
For a special treatment make
it with salted peanuts, crushed
pineapple and dairy sour
cream, like this: Toss 4 cups
shredded cabbage with 1 can
1814 oz.) crushed pineapple.
drained. Add ti cup chopped,
salted peanuts, 1 teaspoon
sugar, 1 4 teaspoon each salt
and celery salt and l•
teaspoon pepper. Gently fold
in "2 cup dairy sour cream.
Chill and serve to six people.
When you want a sandwhich
that's as pretty as it's good,
try this Cottage Cheese Open
Face. Combine 142 cups
cottage cheese, c• cup grated
carrot, 1 tablespoon each
sliced green onion and
chopped parsley with '4
teaspoon garlic salt. chill on
thin slices of buttered pum-
pernickle bread layer lettuce
and tomato slices, lop eacn
sandwich with a mound of '4
cup of the cottage cheese
mixture. It's enough for six
sandwiches.
tennial fun by recreating some
of these old favorites in your
own kitchen? Or, even corning
up with some new specialties;
like the Washington
Monument, an Ice Cream
Enchilada, the Moonshot, the
Third Degree or a Maple
Temptation. It's no trick at all
with 200 flavors available,
























&Me is DDIPV MORth
a time to say
Thank You
To the dairy farmers of this area, whom we know as friends, neighbors and
customers, we say "Thank You"...for supplying all of us with the health-giving
nutrition and delicious flavor of dairy products—for building farm income, im-
proving business and boosting our local economy.
Thank you, too, for the opportunity of serving you. We're ready...with complete
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Danny and Twila Dunn have a 103 acre farm
and have forty cows and twenty replacement
heifers. Their forage program consists of
mainly year-round sileage which is stored in
two small trench silos. They are on DHIA testing
and have their own artificial insemination jug.




replacements until hUti years ago when the
market for springing heifers was very low.
Rather than sen these animals, they began a
Grade A dairy program. Dr. Ellwood Brown has
worked closely with this young couple In
assisting them with solving various dairy
problems. They have one son, Mac, who is two
years old.
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We appreciate all the
hard work you do to keep
supplying us with the de-
licious products we love.
Your good milk
duction figures have











whose htsh standards and
hard wort, do so much for
loth the health and the





Properly fertilized pastures and cropland work harder
to produce more milk from your dairy herd ... and pro-
vide extra feed next winter. Saves you buying hay!
Our power-packed fertilizers can enrich your soil with
needed nutrients make pastures pay off in a big way.











Full line Gleaner Combines
901 642-1242
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The Division of Shows and
Fairs in the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture
will begin its annual series of
District 4-H and FFA dairy
shows July 6 in Harrodsburg
at the Mercer County
Fairgrounds.
The shows, sponsored in
cooperation with the Division
of Agriculture Education and
the University of Kentucky
Extension Service, will
feature 4-H and FFA youths
exhibiting their animals in
competition for some $19,500
in premiums and awards.
The District 4-H and FFA
District Dairy Shows are
designed to stimulate interest
in dairying and promote the
advancement of rural youth.
They assist many boys and
girls in evaluating their






There will be nine classes at
each show, plus a
showmanship class. The
showmanship class is divided
into two divisions—Junior anu
Senior—in both 4-H and FFA.
Last year, there were 810
entries with 286 4-H and FFA
youths exhibiting their
animals. The prizes are
awarded on the Danish
System—Blue, Red. and
White.
Judging this year's com-
petition will be Jerry
Brumagen of Mt: Olivet and
Dr. Evans Wright, University
of Kentucky, Lexington.
Other shows will be in
Shelbyville, July 7, Shelby
County Fairgrounds; Cam-
pbellsville, July 8, Taylor
County Fairgrounds; Bowling
Green, July Go Southern
Kentucky Fairgrounds;
Murray, July 10, Murray-
Calloway County Fair-
grounds. and Cynthiana,
July 12, 4-H Club Fairgrounds.
For further information
contact Mike Wilkerson,
Division of Shows and Fairs.
Kentucky Departznent of
Agriculture, Frankfort, Ky..
40601, or call 502-564-4983, or






















Through your enterprise and efficiency, 
dairy farmers,
you've done much for the health and 
wealth of this com-
munity. We congratulate you.. .We wis
h you continued
success and prosperity, and we'll do our 
part to assure it,
with higher-interest on your savings.
Let us help you open an account, soon.

























We Salute The Dairy Farmers'
The Peoples Bank Salutes All Of Our Local Dairy Farmers
And Those Engaged In The fine Dairy Industry In Murray
And Calloway County. We, On Their Behalf, Urge You To
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Dairying Through The Years
by Aleut. Paschall
When I was about eigi..
years old, I started showing
Jersey cattle. My main job on
my family's dairy farm at
Hazel before this new interest
was feeding and caring for the
baby calves. Through the
responsibility of caring for
these calves, I gained a
reward for my hard work. I
earned the sole responsibility
of a baby calf of my very own
which became the basis of my
increased interest in dairy
related activities. Through the
registration of my calf. I
became a member of -the
Kentucky Junior Jersey Cattle
Club and also gained an ad-
ditional project for my first
year in 4-H.
In June of 1967 I en-
countered my first experience
in the showing with my calf.
After a great deal of training,
grooming, and very special
attention, I exhibited my calf
at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair. As I was leading
my calf around the showring
she suddenly started to run to
,the back of the barn and got
away from me. I was so
scared that I started to cry
and I didn't want to take my
calf back into the ring again.
But Daddy brought her to me
and made me continue the job
I had started. The judge
finally placed the class and
my calf got fourth place and a
blue rubbon. Well, I was the
happiest little girl at the fair
and from that day on I learned
that to be successful, I can't
give up, but have to strive
forward and try over and over
again to accomplish my goals.
As the years progressed and
I grew older, I became very
proud of my cow and her
calves. I wanted to have the
best herd I could possibly own,
so I paid special attention to
each individual animal. Even
though I eventually lost some
of my most treasured cattle, I
was determined to keep on
trying, and with much effort I
was able to replace those
animals. Since my first calf I
have now gained a herd of
twelve registered Jerseys.
After ten years of work in 4-
H dairy projects, I look back
and remember the heartaches
and joys that I have ex-














45 51 By Pass Fulton Ky 1
accomplishments to both the
hard work and the fun.
Through my membership in
dairy organizations and in-
volvement in dairy activities,
such as showing, dairy
judging, etc. I have achieved
honors and am proud of my
background on the Paschall's
Jersey Farm. This fall I will
be a sophomore at Murray
State University and my
Jersey cattle have helped to
iiiiiii 1111161
make it possible for me to
obtain several scholarships
which help finance my college
education. I am truly happy to
be a part of the dairy industry
and believe that my
achievements are due to my
involvement in this great
industry.
And during June Dairy
Month, as First District Dairy
Princess, I urge all Calloway
Countians to drink milk
because "Milk Is A Natural.'
Short "Sips"
+Per capita civilian con-
sumption of milk in all dairy
products in 1975 totaled 546
pounds. Per person use of milk
and cream totaled 293 pounds;
butter consumption was up at
4.7 pounds per capita; cheese
stayed at the 14.5 pounds per
person level in 1975 and cot-
tage cheese rose to 4.8 pounds.
Consumer consumption of
fluid lowfat milks went up nine
per cent while whole milk use
declined 1.5 per cent.
+Total civilian disap-
pearance of milk in all dairy
products in 1976 will ap-
proximate the 546 pound level
of 1975.
+Dairy sales were up one
per cent in 1975. Sales of fluid
milk, butter and ice cream
were up; cheese sales stayed
at the 1974 level while sales of
evaporated and nonfat milk
,declined.
+Total milk production in
1975 was 115.5 billion pounds,
the third consecutive year at
this level. About 60 billion
pounds of milk went into
manufactured products with
the balance being consumed in
fluid milk products. To keep
pounds in perspective: a quart
,4 whole milk weighs 2.15
pounds; to make one pound of
butter takes 21.2 pounds of
whole milk; whole milk
cheese takes 10 pounds and
one gallon of ice cream
requires 12 pounds of whole
milk.
+The number of milk cows
declined slightly in 1975 to
11,149,000, only 72,000 less than
in 1974. Production per cow in
1975 of 10,359 pounds of milk
was higher than the two
preceding years.
+Milk production will be up
in 1976. Early estimates peg
the total milk production at
116.6 billion pounds.
+In 1975, farmers' milk
prices averaged $8.72 per 100
pounds, 40 cents higher than in
1974. Manufacturing milk
prices averaged $7.69 in 1975,
up 56 cents.
+Retail prices of dairy
products averaged about
three per cent higher in 1975
versus the average for all food
prices of about 8 per cent
higher in 1975.
+The Nation's agriculture
is based on less than three
million farms. Between the
farm and the dinner table,
agriculture requires the
services of eight ot 10 million
people to store, transport,
process and merchandise the
output of the Nation's farms.
One out of every five jobs in
private enterprise is related to
agriculture.
+The dairy industry, in-
cluding manufacturers of such
products as fluid milk, con-
centrated and dried milk,
cheese, butter and ice cream
employs 187,000 workers and
has a payroll of more than $1.6
billion.
+American farmers today
producevver 53 per cent more
crops on six per cent few;
acres than did their father,.
Today, one hoar of farm labor
produces nearly nine times as
much food and other crops as
it did in the 1919-21 period.0ne
farmworker now supplies
enough food and fiber for 56
people versus 29 people only 10
years ago.
Kentucky Dairy Princess Sheila Greenwade, June
Dairy Month Chairman Barney Arnold, and
A.D.A. President Glen Goebel — representing












Kentucky Dairy Princess Sheila Greenwode, Mt. Sterling, toasts June Dairy
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The Dairy Industry has played a major role in the good health practices of our
nation. We proudly salute you for your continuous contribution to our
welfare.
FARM BETTER
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Larry and Marilyn McKinney own 40 acres of land and lease 195 acres. They
are presently milking sixty cows and have thirty replacement heifers. They also
raise four acres of dark tobacco and three acres of burley tobacco. The McKin-
ney's have been in the dairy business on their own for five years. They have a
double-four herring bone milking parlor that was built in 1973. In 1975 they built
a 20 x 71:t silo which they fill with wheatlage in the spring and corn sileage in the
fall. They are on DHIA testing, and plan to increase their herd in the very near
future. They have two children, Dwain, 6 years old, and Mitzi, 2 years old.
111111111111111 iiiiiiii 111111111111111 iiiiiiiii 1111111111111111111111 iiiiii 111111111111 iiiiii 1 iiiiiiiii 111111111111111111111 iiiii iiiii 111111 iiiiiiiiiiiiii
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MILK "BREAK!-,"
Milk production for the first six months of 1976 is ex-
pected to be higher than the same period in 1975. Gains
later in the year will depend on feed prices, cull cow price's,
and developments in the general economy. Milk production
in 1975 totaled 115.5 billion pounds.
In the last 25 years, feed efficiency in U.S. 
milk produc-
tion increased nearly 54 percent. This sav
ed 50 billion
pounds of totally digestible nutrients, or the
 equivaledt of
1.1 billion bushels of corn per year.
One out of every four jobs in U.S. private 
employment
still relates to agriculture in some way. 
About 13 million
people either process or 'market farm 
goods, or provide
farmers with supplies. Farmers spend more 
than $100 bil-
lion each year on production and family 
living expenses.
The dairy industry is the second largest 
single segment
of American agriculture. It produces 
more than $10 billion
of farm income annually, and the pa
ckaging, processing and
distribution of dairy products provides em
ployment through-
out the country. The etail value of 'dai
ry products sold in








See your International Harvester 
Dealer. di
Taylor Motors, Inc.




Cash receipts from dairy-
ing in 1975 were $9.8 billion,
up from $9.4 billion in 1974.
"The dairy situation in
1975 was much improved
compared to the previous
year," said Glenn Lake, pres-
ident of United Dairy Indus-
try Association. "This resulted
from fewer dairy imports,
higher price support levels
and a stronger consumer de-
mand for milk and dairy
products."
Lake noted that the dairy
industry is still not in a satis-
factory situation." Dairymen
continue to be faced with ris-
ing production costs for milk
and consumer resistance to
higher retail prices brought
on by an inflationary econ-
omy, he warned.
The dairy industry con-
tinues to grow in importance
to American consumers, to
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+-The fanner receives 43
cents of each $1 spent for U. S.
farm-grown food. He gets 62
cents of each $1 sent for
choice beef; 4.8 cents for the
corn in a 41.5 cents box of
cornflakes; 5.4 cents for the
wheat in a 34.5 cent loaf of
white bread and about 40 cents
for a 78.4 cents half gallon of
milk. (Fact Book of U. S.
Agriculture, No. 1063
Keep in the freezer a dessert
for sudden notice: Make balls
of vanilla ice cream and roll in
crushed cereal, vanilla wafer
crumbs or coconut. Wrap for
freezer. Serve with crushed
fruit in syrup sweetened),
chocolate, caramel or but-
terscotch sauce.
I From now until June 30th all
I qualified farmer/tractor users will receive a free
Rand McNally Road Atlas when they stop in to look
I our Good'n Hot Summer Values on Case 43-80 HP
I tractors. Only a limited supply available, so fill out th
is
I coupon and come on over today!
I Name
I Address .
1=• ,1 . 1.
 Phone 
 Stine  Zip














The drop in cow numbers
is not likely to accelerate
sharply in 1976. Large feed
supplies have resulted in sub-
stantially lower feed prices
than a year ago. Expected
feed costs, averaging below
year-earlier levels during the
barn feeding season, and con-
siderably higher farm milk
prices likely will result in
heavier grain feeding in 1976.
Milk output per oow will
continue to increase.
Most experts predict that
increased milk flow per co"
will offset the small decline
in cow numbers. A good crop
in 1976 will probably in-
crease milk production about
one percent above the 1975
level.
Milk production for the
first half of 1976 could sho‘.
an increase of around one
percent. Output later in the
year will depend on milk
prices, cull cow prices, crop
conditions and subsequent
feed prices, and develop-
ments in the general coon-





Production at 115 Billion Pound Level
Per capita civilian milk consumption in 1975 will approx-
imate 547 pounds ( four pounds higher than last year) on a
milk equivalent basis. This means expressing dairy products
in terms of the amount of milk of standard butterfat content•
that would be required to produce the product.
The quantity of milk actually used to produce one
pound of each product depends chiefly upon the butterfat
content of the milk, and this varies throughout the country.
Here are some approximations:
Todiniake one pound of: Requires:
Butter 21.9 pounds whole milk
Whole Milk Cheese . 10.0 pounds whole milk
Evaporated Milk 2.1 pounds whole milk
Condensed .11 ilk 2.3 pounds whole milk
Whole Milk Powder 7.4 pounds whole milk
Powdered Crow ,13.5 - minds whole milk
Ice Cream (one gallon) 1:2.0 pounds whole Milk
Cottage Cheese 6.25 pounds skim milk
Nonfat Dry Milk 11.00 pounds skim milk
Dairy sales were strong in
1975, up about one percent
from the preceding year with
fluid sales up 2.5 percent.
Sales of butter, ice cream
and lowfat milk also were
up. Cheese sales stayed at
about the 1974 level, but
sales of whole, evaporated
and nonfat milk declined.
Total milk production in
1975 was 1 1 5 plus billion
pounds, the third consecutive
year at this same level.
Help Boost
A.
Dairy Month gist., 4 11,1, a chance to help focus 
puti.,
attention on the importance of America's dairy industry. M
ore
than 91.000 young people 9-19 participate in the national 
4-H
dairy program conducted by the Cooperative Extension
Service and sponsored by Insurance Company of North
America.
Dairy Month
The number of milk cows
declined slowly in 1975 to
11.149,000. only 72,000 less
than in 1974. Large numbers
of replacement heifers, low
cull cow prices, and limited
economic alternatives for
dairymen contributed to the
slow decline. And 1975 pro-
duction per cow at 10,539
pounds was higher than that
of 1973 and 1974.
ATTENTION
MR. FARMER
Can My Spouse Establish
An IRA Account?
Your working spouse may establish a
separate IRA, too, provided he or she is not
currently a participant in a employer-
sponsored plan.
Now Much Can I
Contribute To My IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual
contribution of $1,500 or 15 per cent of
wages, whichever is less. Of course,
smaller amounts can be contributed each
year.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
During June Dairy Month
We Salute
'The Local Dairy Industry"
We ve got the very best selection 
of trucks we ve ever had
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Wayne Williams, Secretary-Treasurer of the Murray
State University Agriculture Alumni Association, presen-
ts an agriculture scholarship to William R. Heines, a




Whose high standards and hard
work do so much for both the
health and the wealth of this
community.
PHONE 753-5602
Keys F. Keel Field Office Manager
Richard Price Field Representative
Anita McCallon Secretary
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
toyer% of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributo, s Oi
Wayne Feed BeKalli Seed Corn
Ay, Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat





Association of Murray State
University has selected two
high school seniors to receive
:heir annual scholarships for
the 1976-77 school year. James
L. Pryor, Mayfield, president
of the alumni group stated
that the sch,olarShips were
initiated for two purposes: to
promote the science of
agriculture and to honor the
work of the late Mr. A. Car-
man of the department of
Agriculture at Murray State.
The two scholarship
recipients are Miss Jada L.
Brittain of Farmington High
School in Graves County and
William B. Heines of Crit-
--leaden County. High School.
Miss Brittain and Mr. Heines
are interested in the field of
Agribusiness. Mrs. Brittain is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rayburn F. Brittain. Heines is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
William R. Heines. Both
recipients were active in a
variety of high school
leadership groups in addition
to the FFA and related
agricultural functions.
The scholarhsips provide
$100.00 for each of the two
semesters of the freshman
year and the recipient may
reapply for following years.







Anew farm wheat allotment
may be established for 1977
crop wheat acreage for farms
that did not have a 1976
allotment, if they meet
eligibility requirements, and
file an application at the
county ASCS office in Murray.
A 1977 wheat allotment will
be established automatically
for most farms that had a
wheat allotment in 1976.
To be eligible for a new farm
allotment, the operator must
expect to receive more than 50
per cent of his income from
farming. Neither the farm
owner or operator may have
an interest in any other farm
which will have a 1977 wheat
allotment, at the time the
request is made. The person
making application must have
had at least one year of wheat
production experience in a
prior year.
Applications for a new farm
allotment may be filed at tM
county ASCS office on or
before July 1, 1976.
Any interested producer
who can meet these
requirements should contact
the county office before the





The 1976 Kentucky 4-H and
FFA Beef Heifer Shows,
featuring some $10,000 in
premiums and awards, will be
conducted around the state
during the week of June 21-26.
The district shows, which
number six this year, are
designed to allow youngsters
who are enrolled in 4-H or
FFA Beef Heifer Projects to
evaluate their animals in a
true show situation and learn
fitting and showmanship.




ingsburg. They will be
conducted one per day in that
order.
Each of the shows will °per;
at 8:45 a.m. ideal time with tht
competition getting underwa:,
at 9:00. Classes will be offered
for Angus, Hereford, Shor-
thorn, Charolais and
Charolais Cross, and
Crossbreeds. Chuck Drum of
Morehead and Dale Lovell,
University of Kentucky, will
be the judges. After the show
ring competition, a
showmanship contest will be
held with divisions for both
junior and senior showmen.
Roger Douglas, supervisor
for the shows with the Ken-
tucky Department of
Agriculture's Division of
Shows and Fairs, said he is
expecting a good turnout for
all of the district events.
The district beef heifer
shows are co-sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, the University of
Kentucky and the Division of
Vocational Education.
Cinnamon Honey Butter
makes a special breakfast
treat for pancakes, waffles or
French Tcast. Melt '4 cup of
butter in a one-quart
saucepan, stir in 1 cup of
honey, 1.4 teaspoon of cm-
namon and a dash of nutmeg.
In just minutes you'll have l'4
cups of a tasty topping.
It's wonderful what happens
to food when you add a little
bit of dairy sour cream. For
instance, have you tried
consomme topped with
lemony sour cream? It's
delightful when you mix it cup
of dairy sour cream with 2
teaspoons of grated lemon
peel which will garnish 4
servings.
It's savings time, with
special prices on these ...
and other new high-performance MF models.
Buy now and Buy now and Buy now and
SAVE SAVE SAVE
, $1 500m $ 1600m $1700" 
Stop by soon for all the details on other Summer Savings Specials!
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.-- Industrial Road










Herndon Farm and Seed replaced three
smaller 715 International combines with
two new 1976 model 915 International
combines to go with their five international
tractors.
Purchase Equipment Inc.
Hwy. 94E Pbon 3_2215Home of Minimal Downtime!
753-1319
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Murray Legion Snaps Skid By
Winning Twinbill At Jackson
After getting just six hits in
their first three games, the
Murray American Legion
broke Out of its slump Sunday
aft.ernuon by sweeping a
iwinbill at Jackson, Tn.
In .he first contest, it was all
Tony Thurmond as he pitched
and batted Murray to a 12-2
win in a game which was
called after five innings.
The second game :ound Joe
Graves scattering three hits
as,Murray nipped Jackson 3-2.
Murray scored four times in
:he second inning of the
opening game and that was all
the runs Thurmond needed.
With one out, Lindy Suiter
started the rally with a single
and Steve Winchester followed
with a single. The first run of
the frame scored when
Dwaine Musgrow singled.
After two were out, Graves
tripled in a pair to make it 3-0
and then Graves trotted in
with the final run of the inning
when Thurmond singled.
Murray increased the lead
to 10-0 with six runs in the
third inning.





CINCINNATI (AP) — Joe
Morgan says Mel Ott's 47-
year old National League RBI
record is safe—for the
moment.
"It's not a once-in-a-lifetime
chance," said Morgan after
the St. Louis Cardinals halted
his runs batted in binge at 10
games, one short of Ott's
record.
"I'm not disappointed. How
can I be? With this club,
before the season is over I'll




between the Cincinnati Reds
and the Cardinals before a
sweltering near-capacity
crowd of more than 51,000.
St. Louis, after being shut
out 4-0 in the opener, bounced
back to take the nightcap 12-9
as light-hitting Don Kessinger
drove in three runs, including
two with his first home run in
two years.
Morgan extended his RBI
string to 10 straight games in
the opener with a bases-loaded
walk while appearing as a
pinch Mt ter.
Bob Forsch, Mike Wallace
and Bill Greif cor. 'ruled to
hold Morgan hitless in the
second game. Morgan had one
last chance in the ninth. with
Pete Rose at second, but
passed up a high, inside pitch
for ball four.
Morgan spurned the pitch,
saying "I would not do
anything to hurt the team.'
Tony Perez followed with a
three-run homer, but the rally
canfe too late for the Reds,
CORRECTION
Friday's Standing on the
Firing Line column contained
a mistake in reference to Colt
League baseball.
The column said there were
no state or national post-
season tournaments. That was
an error as play begins at the
District level in late July and










who trailed 12-1 at one point.
Morgan, who drove in 17
runs during the 10-game skein,
took dead aim at the record
earlier. On two occasions he
led off an inning and was going
for the fences.
"I was trying to jerk one
out. That's probably why I
didn't get a hit," he said.
Hits were no problem for the
Cards in the nightcap.
They raked rookie Santo
Alcala and three Cincinnati
relievers for 15 safeties,. in-
cluding two-run homers by
Kessinger and Lou Brock.
Mike Tyson slammed two
triples and a double to cap
what he called "my best series
against Cincinnati."
He had seven hits in 15 at-
bats, with six going for extra
bases.
"We were overdue. We've
been hitting, but we just can't
score any runs," said Tyson.
''Maybe our bats are
coming around," added
Kessinger, whose home run
came on a hitand-run play.
-We got 24 runs in four games
here and we were shut out in
one of them."
St. Louis Manager Red
Schoendienst saw the four-
game split as a good omen. "If
we can keep the same lineup
healthy—with Reggie Smith at
first and Ted Simmons cat-
ching—we'll be all right."
Fred Norman and Will
McEnaney combined for an
eight-hitter in the opener
while Bob Bailey supplied the
power. Subbing at third for
Rose. Bailey drilled a two-run
homer to help Fred Norman,
4-1, run his lifetime mark at
Riverfront Stadium to 27-6.
John Curtis, 4-6, took the loss.
The Reds send surging Gary
Nolan, 5-3, against the
Chicago Cubs in tonight's
nationally televised game.
Loopholes Folks!
BOSTON (AP) — Bobby
Orr's new $3 million contract
with the Chicago Black Hawks
will give him lifetime security
and cut his taxes by spreading
the payments over 30 years,
says the Boston Sunday
Herald Advertiser.
Orr, for the past decade the
premier defenseman for the
Boston Bruins of the National
Hockeh League, joined
Chicago last week after
becoming a free agent. His
attorney, Alan Eagleson,
disclosed few details.
Orr, 28, played little last
season because of injuries to
his left knee.
Outdoor Wood: the economical, WL-kLsn9
building material for your backyard protects.
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Broodwcry it the Railroed-Meyfield
with a single, Donnie Williams
walked and Suiter reacfied on
an error to fill the sacks. With
one out, Musgrow singled in a
run and Graves walked to
score the second run of the
inning.
Then with one swing of the
bat, four runs came home as
Thurmond uncorked a 330-foot
shot in rightfield for a grand-
slam homerun.
Jackson's only two runs
came in the home half of the
fourth and both were
unearned. A walk, two errors
and the only hit off Thurmond
in the contest produced the
two tallies.
Thurmond capped his star
of the game honors in the top
of the fifth when after Graves
had singled, Thurmond hit his
second homerun of the game.
In the evening his season
record at 1-1, Thurmond
picked up seven strikeouts and
walked only two batters.
In the second game,
Raymond Sims opened the
contest with a leadoff single in
the first and later scored on an
error.
But in the home half of the
second, Jackson came up with
a pair of earned runs to go
ahead 2-1.
Sims opened the third with a
walk and Williams followed
with a walk. After one man
was out, Tony Bayless drilled
a hard double into left and two
runs came home, giving




By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
New York 31 22 .585 —
Cleveland 27 27 .500 412
Boston 25 27 .481 5'2
Detroit 24 29 .453 7
Baltimore 24 31 .436 8
Milwkee 21 n .420
West
Kan City 36 19 .655
Texas 32 21 .604
Chicago 27 26 .509 8
Minnesota 27 27 .500 8'7
Oakland 27 31. .466 101 2
California 24 36 .400 1412
Sunday's Results
Cleveland 8-9, Chicago 5-7
California 10, Detroit 7
Texas 7, New York I
Boston 10, Minnesota 2
Kansas City 8, Baltimore 4
Milwaukee 5, Oakland 4
Monday's Games
Boston ( Wise 4-3) at Min-
nesota (Redfern 1-21
Milwaukee i Augustine 1-2) at
California (Tanana 8-4 ), ( n )
Kansas City ( Fitzrnorris 7-2)
at Detroit I Bare 4-51, ( n )
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City at Detroit, (n)
Baltimore at Chicago, (n)
New York at Minnesota, (n)
Cleveland at Texas, (fl)
Milwaukee at California, (n)
Boston at Oakland, ( n)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
. East
W L Pct. GB
Phila 38 17 .691 —
Pitts 32 25 .561 7
New York 30 32 .484 111/2
Chicago 26 31 .456 13
St. Louis 25 33 .431 141/2
Montreal 19 32 1.373 17
West
Cincinnati 37 22 .627 —
Los Ang 35 25 .583 21/2
San Diego 31 26 .544 5
Houston 29 32 .475 9
Atlanta 22 34 .393 13'2
San Fran 23 38 .377- 15
Sunday's Results
Cincinnati 4-9, St. Louis 0-12
Pittsburgh 6, Atlanta 5
Chicago 8, Houston 3
New York 4-4, San Francisco
2-1
Los Angeles 6, Montreal 3




Chicago (Coleman 0-1) at Cin-
cinnna ti ( Nolan 5-3, ( n)
Atlanta (Messersmith 4-5) at
St. Louis (McGlothen 5-5), )
Pittsbergh ( Reuss 6-5) at
Houston ( Richard 7-5), ( fl)
Montreal ( Stanhouse 3-2) at
San Diego Strom 6-4), ( n)
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco at Phila-
delphia, ( n)
Los Angeles at New York,
n)
Chicago at Cincinnati, ( n )
Atlanta at St. Louis, (fl)
Pittsburgh at Houston*)
Montreal at San Diego, ( n )
seriously threatened off
Graves and Murray locked up
the twinbill sweep.
Graves fanned six batters
and walked two while hitting
one.
Murray now goes to 2-3 on
the season and will host
Paducah to a single contest at
7 p.m. tonight in Holland
Stadium.
Southpaw Mark Miller is
scheduled to be on the mound
for Murray, which has lost
three times this season to
Paducah.
On Thursday, Murray will
host Lyndon to a doubleheader



























































In Big Apple Fun-Run
A conglomeration of local joggers and runners par-
ticipated in the First Big Apple Fun Run Friday.
The 11/2-mile trek took place u) extremely hot con-
ditions as it was near 90 degrees when the run started at 3
p.m. at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
Two hours and five minutes later, the game crew of hot
and thirsty athletes struggled across the finish line at the
Big Apple, just over the line into Tennessee.
More than adequate cold water. Gatorade, wet spongest
etc. were provided by wives and friends of the runners
along the route.
All 10 of the runners who began the race finished. They
included Lew Busing, Tom Muehlernan, Ray Tunic,
Lester Flax, Cuthbert Jacobs, Adam Lanning, Duke
Wilder, Ron Beshear, Dave Nelson and Richard Travis.
Tee-shirts for all finishers were provided by Ron
Beshear to promote the Olympic Games theme on behalf
of Northwestern Mutual Life, the company which is un-
der-writing the televised Summer Olympics next month.
The Big Apple Fun Run tufted out to be such a suc-
cessful social affair that immediate plans call to repeat
the run sometime in late September or early October.
4. • 
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0. J. Simpson Asks Bills To
Be Traded To West Coast Club
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — His
marriage and the realization
that his career could be ended
at any time because of injuries
has caused superstar running
back O.J. Simpson to ask to be
traded to either the Oakland
Raiders or the Los Angeles
Rams.
The Buffalo Bills' record-
breaking rusher, who has
appeared in several movies,
also said he will probably end
his National Football League
career after this season.
"This is strictly a personal
situation," Simpson said by
telephone from Las Vegas,
talking about his desire to be
traded. "It has nothing to do
with Buffalo or the fans
there."
Simpson said that last
season his family didn't ac-
company him to Buffalo
because of his children's
schooling, and that was a
major reason for wanting to
move back to his native
California.
"There were rumors going
around Buffalo this past
season that my wife and I
were going to be divorced, and
when we were apart we did
have problems," Simpson
NBA Owners-Still Undecided
About Plans for ABA Merger
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
HYANNIS, Mass. tAP ) —
National Basketball
Association owners were
pondering today whether to
admit four, five, six --or no —
American Basketball
Association teams for the 1976-
77 season.
In an attempt to end pro
basketball's costly war that
has existed since the for-
mation of the ABA in 1967, the
NBA's top brass, headed by
Commissioner Larry O'Brien,
invited the younger league's
leaders, including Com-
missioner Dave DeBusschere.
to their annual summer
meeting.
Under the four-team
package, the NBA would take
in Denver, Indiana, New York
and San Antonio. If the five-
team plan was accepted, Utah
would be the added club. And
should the NBA decide to
increase its membership from
18 teams to 24, then Kentucky
would be the other club.
That would mean the entire
ABA — or what was left from
the league which began with
10 franchises last season —
would join the NBA, giving the
30-year-old league its largest
enrollment in history.
O'Brien and his five-man
merger committee were
studying all aspects of the
complicated plans today
before submitting their
suggestions to the 18-man
Board of Governors for a vote.
The decision was expected to
be announced Tuesday, with
14 votes needed for passage
-There are so many facets
to the plans," said Mike
Burke, president of the New
York Knicks and a member of
the merger committee. -The
issues are players, politics,
financial, legal and com-
petitive, and they are so in-
tertwined that none of the
plans can be approached in a
simplistic manner."
Ironically, it is the ABA
which has submitted the
plans, and it is the ABA's
Players Association which
could block some aspects of
them.
The players' group would
fight back, however, only if all
six ABA teams were not in-
cluded in the so-called merger
agreement.
Prentiss Yancey, an Atlanta
attorney who is executive
director of the ABA players
union, said that if only four
clubs were accepted the group
would take the case to court
immediately.
If four teams were ac-
cepted, each would be charged
an initial fee of $4.5 million to
be paid over five years.
But their costs would go
beyond that, because each
team also would be required to
reimburse the Utah and
Kentucky teams, plus the ABA
itself. The Nets still would
even have an additional
charge — territorial in-
demnification to the Knicks.
That . would make the
payments for Denver, Indiana
and San Antonio between $6.5
Purcell Gets Revenge
By Defeating Buechler
Mel Purcell finally got his
revenge.
After losing two consecutive
years in the finals of the
Kentucky State High School
Tennis Tournament to Mark
Beuchler of Louisville, Purcell
turned the tables Saturday at
the Joe Creason Qualifying
Tournament in Louisville.
He did it with ease too.
Purcell took only a few
minutes to rip apart Buechler
6-1 in the first set. In the
second set, Purcell fought off
a late rally by Buechler and
won the match by taking a 5-2
tiebreaker.
Buechler and Purcell
teamed to win the doubles by
defeating the Ashland tluo
Brett Stephenson and Kevin
Stump 6-4 and 6-2.
Also in the same tourney
Murray's Candy Jackson fell
6-4 and 6-Ito top-seeded Nina
Lee Howard of Louisville in
the finals of the 14 division.
Purcell will be staying over
in Louisville this week to play
in the Men's Closed State
Tournament. Next week,
Purcell will be playing in the
Southern Closed Tournament
at Mobile, Alabama.
Also playing at Mobile will
be Jill Austin of Murray.
The Southern Closed for the
12 and 14 divisions will be
Played in Gainsville. Ga., and
Murray players Robyn Burke,
Candy Jackson and Kathy
Outland will all be playing
there next week.
-
Greg Gross paced Houston
Astor outfielders in hitting in
1975 with a 294 mark He made
142 hits but none were hninv
RIMS
said.
"What forced me to make
the decision was my family. I
couldn't bear being away from
them another five months."
Born in San Francisco,
Simpson starred in football
and track at Southerd
California before signing with
the Bills in 1969. Another
Buffalo rookie that season was
Robert James. James and
Simpson are the only players
still on the team fr,ozn the 1969
season. Last yeti?", James, a
cornerback, severely injured
his right knee in a preseason
game and underwent an
operation.
"Robert James may not
play ball again," Simpson
said. "It started me won-
dering when I might be in-
jured. It can end any day."
Simpson said he has twice
met with Ralph Wilson, the
Bills' owner, who "un-
derstands the situation. He
said he would do all he could to
million and $8 million, and for
the Nets it could go as high as
$12 million.
The high cost, of course, is
one of the major stumbling
blocks. The ABA has been
talking big money. but it has
yet to prove that it can afford
it. And NBA owners are
waiting to see it up front.
"The money has to be
guaranteed," said Alan
Rothenberg, representing Los
Angeles owner Jack Kent
Cooke.
•
respect my wishes and wanted
to get a correct deal."
Although Simpson did not
specify to which team he
wanted to be traded, he said
he didn't want to go to the San
Diego Chargers.
"I %tent through some tough
years on a rebuilding team
already, and I think I have
already paid my dues."
He also said he felt the San
Francisco 49ers don't "have
that much to give Buffalo- in
exchange for the league's top
runner.
The Los Angeles Herald-
Examiner reported that
Wilson would consider dealing
Simpson, who will be 29 next
month, to the Rains for run-
ning back Lawrence
McCutcheon, two top defen-
sive players and cash.
Wilson said he planned to
talk with owners of the
Chargers, 49ers, Rams and
Raiders at a league meeting in
New York this week.
Putting Lesson Helped
Donna Young Win Crown
By GERRY SUWON
For Associated Press
TORONTO ( AP) — A month
ago Donna Caponi Young was
thinking about quitting the
Ladies Professional Golf
Association tour because of
putting problems.
That's when Jerry Barber,
once a regular on the men's
Professional Golfers'
Association tour, stepped into
the picture and gave her a free
'putting lesson.
Mrs. Young credited that
lesson for playing a major role
in her sudden-death playoff
victory on the first extra hole
over Judy Rankin in a $60,000
LPGA tournament here
Sunday.
Mrs. Young parred the 475-
yard, par-five 16th hole, the
first in the playoff, and Mrs.
Rankin — top money winner
Leisure
Suits
Reg. 136.50 to $100.00
kow$22(K) to $55
00
on the tour this season --
bogeyed.
The par was worth $12,000 to
Mrs. Young. It was her first
tournament victory this year,
although she finished first in a
non-tour event, the Australian
Open, late in March.
Mrs. Young, who finished
the 54-hole tournament with a
five under-par 67 for a 212
total, four under par, said
after the putting lesson from
Barber he presented her with
a $20 putter.
After the session she had
two fourth-place finishes "and
I have been putting well."
Before the lesson, Mrs.
Young told her husband: "I'm
taking a week off. If the
putting doesn't straighten out
I'm not going back on the
tour."
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Randy Jones Wins 12th Game
As Hot Padres Sweep Phillies
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
What does Randy Jones
want this year? A 30-game
sason? Christy Mathewson's
no-walk record? The Cy
Young Award?





Highlands Country Club will be
the site of the Tri-State ladies
Golf Tournament Tuesday.
morning.
Ninty-six ladies will tee off
with a shotgun start at 9:30
a.m. Tuesday in search for the
tan prize.
Ladies are reminded that the
country club doesn't have
rental carts. If personal carts
are not brought to the tour-
nament, golfers will have to
walk the course.
So.) her
A Nancy Raglimd. Dot Simmons, Ann
Wooten, Veneta Sexton
B Betty Cook. Euva Mitchell. Betty
Shepard. Carda Lamb.
C Alice Rot/work, Alberta Green, Mary
De Myer Dorthy Graves
No. 2Toe
A lantha Anderson, Cnarlotte Boyd,
Carolyn Cummins, Vivian Clarnpett
B Betty Stewart Sue Culpepper Wila
Lotter Vivian Thomas
3Tee
A Ruth Pace, Virginia Harp. LOLS Tolar,
Toni Hopoon
B Mary Bogard. Grace James. Olivia
Isbell. Mabel Rogers
C Georgia Little, Alvena Krause, Cindy
Smith. Ginger Bard.
No. Tee
A Edna Butts, Nancy Sharp, Ila
• Bollene
Ii Nell Cochran, thly Clark. Julia
Rambo Joyce Stratton
C Sylvia Will*, June Morgan. Cluns
Walker, Mary Smith
No_ I Tee
A Edna Erie Malone Ines Orr. Rita La
Neave. Mavis Wright
B Murrell Walker, Polly Seale,
EuLadene Robinson, Joyce Wright
C Javada Smith. Norma ODaruel.
Mary Cox, Phyla Bodfish
No.6 Tee
A Norma Chapman, Carol Hibbard,
Shtrley Morns. Ann Mahan
B Jarue Albritton, Mary Anderson.
Novella Hall, Evelyn Jones
C Edith Garrison, Urtena Koennen,
Evelyn Kesterson, Myoka Wheeler
Ne.1 Tee
A Betty Vowell. Eleanor Griffin. Bea
Tapp Ruby Bennett_
Ann Hoffman, Betty Lowry. Barters
Mirpcy lerelene Sullivan
C Sandy Weintraub, 1/Tut= Rogers
Mary Jane Allard, Wanda Mulltnas
4. sTe.
Helen Glover. Ann Henderson. Donna
Owens. Morgans( Schmidt.
b Viclu Nance, Jeanie Morgan. Paulin.
Green, Helen Ross
No. 'Tee
A LuAlin West. Mary Alice Sznith Betty
Sinter Sera Campbell




By The Associated Press
American League
BATTING (135 a bas)—
McRae, KC, .364, G.Bre-
.351: Lynn, Bsn, .347; LeFlore,
De , .332; Bos ock, Min, .331.
RUNS-0 is, KC, 40; Her
grove, Tex, 40; Norh, Oak, 38.
R.Whi e, NY, 37; Mayberry,
KC, 36; McRae, KC, 36.
RUNS BATTED IN—Bur-
roughs, Tex, 46; Chambliss,
NY, 41, Mayberry, KC, 38;
0 is, KC, 38, YasTzemski, Bsn,
37, Munson, NY, 37; Rudi, Oak,
37
HI TS—G Bre-, KC, 79;
McRae, KC, 76; Munson, NY,
69 Chambliss, Nr-88; Carew,
Min, 67
DOUBLES—Cary, Cle, 15;
McRae, KC, 15; D.Evans, Vsn,
14. Howell, Tex, 14; Munson,
NY, 13; Garner, Oak, 13.
TR IPLES--G.Bre-, KC, 6;
LeFlore, De , 5; Garner, (O,
5; 6 Tied Wi h 4.
HOME RUNS—Yas rzemski,
Bsn, 11; 0 is, KC, 11; Bando,
Oak, 10; L.May, Bal, 9; Ford,
Min, 9.
STOLEN BASES—Pack, KC,
33; Nor •h, Oak, 29; Carew,
Min, 26; Baylor, Oak, 25;
Campaneris, Oak, 72
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
Bird, KC, 7 1, .875, 2.81; Singer,
Min, 5 1, .833, 3.52; Fi:zmorris,
KC, 7.2, .778, 3.59; W.Campbell,
Min, 7-2, .778, 2.70; Kern, Cle,
6 2, 750, 2.52; Leonard, KC, 6-2,
750, 2.90; Briles, Tex, 6-2, .750,
3 40; Tian , Bsn, 8-3, 727, 2.95.
National League
BATTING 1135 a bas)--
W Robinson, Pgh, .352,
McBride', S L, .347, A.0/iver,
Pgh, .342, Morgan, cirg .339;
Grifley, cal, 338
RUNS—Rose, cin, 51; Grit.
fey, Cin, 51; Monday, Chi, 46;
Morgan, Cin, 46; Schmid, Phi,
44
next game. Really.
"The future," he says, "will
take care of itself. There's no
need to think about anything
except winning No. 13."
The way Jones is pitching,
the future seems to be here
already. The San Diego left-
hander is by far the hottest
thing in baseball this year —
and Sunday put victory notch
No. 12 on his belt.
"I guess I'm just hot against
them," said Jones after
shutting out Philadelphia 5-0
in the first game of a
doubleheader, the second time
he's done that to the heavy-
hitting Phillies this year.
The Phillies had no better
luck in the second game,
losing a 4-3 decision to the
Padres.
The Phillies were able to
manufacture just six singles
and came away with the
frustration of having failed to
get an extra-base hit in a
game for the first time this
season. Incidentally, Jones
has been the only pitcher to
shut them out this year.
"They're a tough lineup and
you have to be careful with
them," said Jones, who raised
his record to 12-3 and, lowered
his ERA to 2.10.
Jones not only didn't give up
many hits but also didn't issue
one base on balls, giving him a
string of 55 innings of no
walks. That leaves him 13
innings shy of Mathewson's
monumental record.
"I haven't given that record
a thought," said Jones. "All
I'm concentrating on is
winning and remaining
consistent."
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Los Angeles
Dodgers defeated the Mon-
treal Expos 6-3; the Chicago
Cubs trimmed the Houston
Astros 8-3; the Pittsburgh
Pirates nipped the Atlanta
Braves 6-5; the New York
Mets took a doubleheader
from the San Francisco Giants
4-2 and 4-1 and the Cincinnati
Reds whipped the St. Louis
Cardinals 4-0 before dropping
the second game of their twin
bill, 12-9.
Tito Fuentes led the Padres'
nine-hit attack with two hits
and two RBI while Dave Cash
paced the Phillies with three
of his team's hits off Jones. In
the second game, the Padres
completed their sweep over
the National League's East
Division leaders as Doug
Rader hit a two-run single in
the sixth inning and Butch
Metzger provided strong relief
pitching.
Dodgers 6, Expos 3
Tommy John, 3-4; scattered
nine hits and hurled his first
complete game in more than
two years to lead Los Angeles
over Montreal. Ron Cey
RUNS BATTED IN—
B Fos er Cm, 53; T.Perez, Cin,
50, Kingman, NY, 48; Schmid ,
Phi, 47; Morgan, Cm, 46.
HITS—Rose, Cm, 81, Garvey,
LA, 80; Buckner, LA, 77; Car-
denal, Chi, 72; Mon- anez, SF,
71
DOUBLES-,Madlock, Chi, 16;
Zisk, Pgh, 16; Mon'anez, SF,
. 15, Milian, NY, 14; Griffey,
Cm, II, Rose, Cm, 14; Garvey,
, LA, 14.
TR I PLES-0.Parker, Pgh, 7;
' Tyson, S L, 7; 0 Cash, Phi, 5;
• W Davis, SD, 5; 6 Tied Wi•h 4.
HOME RUNS—Kingman, NY,
22; Schmid , Phi, 16; Monday,
. Chi, 11; G.Fos•er, Cin, 11; Mor.
gan. Cm, 11, Cey, LA, 11.
STOLEN BASES—Cedeno,
H 0, 24; Morgan, cal, ; Grit
fey, cal, 17; Lopes, LA, 16;
Brock, S L, 15.
PITCHING f6 Decisions)—
Ma' lack, NY, 7-1, 875, 2.41;
Hough, LA, 7-1, .875 2.59;
R Jones, SD, 122, 857, 2.10;
Reed, Phi, 5 1, .833, 3.52; Each
ry, Cm, Si. 833, 1 94; Aicaia,
41.0, .750, 4.75; Lonborg,
7/T,710, 1047- Pat -5 --
2, .71.4, 3 30.*
Inman Wins
Kemper
slanuned a two-run homer to
pace a nine-hit attack against
loser Woodie Fryman, 7-4, the
first of three Expos pitchers.
After giving up two runs in
the first inning on four singles,
John shut out the Expos on
five
five hits the rest of the way.
Cubs 8, Astros 3
Manny Trillo's three-run
double cappd a four-run fifth
inning and Pete LaCock hit his
second homer of the season to
lead Chicago over Houston.
The victory was the fourth
straight for the Cubs, mat-
ching their previous high this
season. Ray Burris, 3-8, was
the winner but needed sixth-
inning help from Paul
Reuschel, who gained his
second save. Larry Dierker, 6-
5, was the loser.
Pirates 6, Braves 5
Dave Parker lashed a two-
run triple with two out in the
ninth inning, capping a three-
run rally and lifting Pitt-
sburgh to a comeback victory
over Atlanta. Parker's blast
hit a post off the right field
fence and rebounded 50 feet
back toward the infield,
allowing Richie Hebner and Al
Oliver to score.
Jerry Royster had driven in
three runs for Atlanta,
sparking the Braves to a 5-3
lead before the Pirates rallied.
Mets 4-4, Giants 2-1
Mickey Lolich and Tom
Seaver, 1-10 in their last 11
decisions, pitched New York
to a doubleheader sweep over
San Francisco. Lolich, with
relief from Bob Apodaca,
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
Joe Inman was in trouble. He
had a two-shot lead, Tom
Weiskopf was threatening,
Inman had hit it crooked and,
in his own words, "I was
scared to death. I was ab-
solutely petrified."
It was on the 16th hole in the
storm-delayed final round of
the Kemper Open Golf
Tournament and the talkative
Inman was trying to win his
first pro title.
He had an awkward shot
from the right rough, pulled
his next one and was talking to
it — "Aw, I hit it left. Come
down. Come down."
Then: -Look out left."
That's when the ball sailed
over the heads of the dren-
ched, umbrella-toting gallery
and Inman was thinking of the
water. "If it hits the cart path
it goes in the water and I'm
hitting four and I'm stony
dead."
But the ball came to rest
behind a tree near the 15th tee.
Inman missed the green with
his next shot but managed to
salvage a bogey "and I was
tickled to death, happy as a
pig in slop, to get that five."
It left him with a one-shot
lead and he brought it home, a
winner with a closing. one-
under-par 71 and a 277 total, 11
under par on the 7,160-yard
Quail !follow Country Club
course. It was the first victory
in three years of tour activity
for the likeable. outgoing guy
who grew up in nearby
snapped a personal five-game
losing streak in the opener,
allowing five hits in six in-
nings. Apodaca threw one-hit
relief to gain his first save.
Seaver, who had dropped
five of his last six decisions,
had a no-hitter until Dave
Rader lined a one-out single in
the sixth. Seaver gave up five
hits, three of them in the ninth
when the Giants scored on
Gary Matthews' RBI single,
and needed last-out relief help
from Skip Lockwood.
Reds 4-9, Cardinals 0-12
Bob Bailey delivered a two-
run homer to lead Cincinnati
over St. Louis in the first game
of their doubleheader.
Don Kessinger drove in
three runs as St. Louis won the
second game and halted Joe
Morgan's RBI streak at 10
games, one shy of the National
League record. Morgan's
string was the longest in the
major leagues since 1969 when
Rick Monday of Chicago drove
In runs in 10 straight games.
Cogbill Wins Title At
Henry-Calloway Tourney
Roy Cothran of Murray was dethroned in his bid to
repeat as champion in the second annual Henry-Calloway
Invitational Golf Tournament held at Puryear Sunday.
George CogbW of Paris carded a one-over par 73 to win
the championship flight while Richard Smith of Henry
County High School and Kevin D'Angelo of Calloway
County High School fired 75's and tied for second.
On the third playoff hole, Smith won as D'Angelo picked
up a bogey. Cothran finished in fourth place with a 76
while Jim Brannen of Paris was fifth with a 77.
Paris golfers swept the top five spots in the first flight
with Marcus Alexander Liming with a 78 and Ted Todd
taking second with a 79.
In the second flight, Mike Gallirnore won with an 80
while Walter Brewester of Paris was second with an 81.
There were no Murray-area golfers in the top five.
Kit Umbach won the third flight with an 84. Umbach is
from Paris.
There was a three-way tie for second with Lester
Wilburn of Nashville, Billy Templeton of Paris and Jerry
Culpepper of Paris all shooting 86's.
In the fourth flight, Jim Barfield and Steve Schaffer of
Paris each had 92's to share first place with Barfield win-
ning first on a scorecard countback.






trying to shed a nasty losing
Streak, were going about it in
strange ways.
First, Reggie Jackson. the
Orioles' top slugger,
threatened a walkout if his
pitchers didn't throw at op-
posing Kansas City batters.
Then the Orioles announced
Sunday they traded Ken
Holtzman, their best left-
handed pitcher, but didn't tell
anybody where he was going.
Jackson and Holtzman are
two castoffs from Charles 0.
Finley's funny farm in
Oakland, and the weird antics
seemed to have followed them
to Baltimore.
Jackson was miffed about
the beaning Lee May suffered
in Saturday's game with
Kansas City. He said Saturday
if the Oriole hurlers didn't
retaliate "then, by God, I'm
walking off this team."
Rookie Mike Flanagan,
starting in place of the lame-
duck Holtzman, didn't throw
at any of Kansas City's batters
on Sunday, nor did his suc-
cessors, and a lower-key
Jackson didn't jump
Baltimore's sinking ship.
"I -don't think it (the
incident) will be forgotten,"
Jackson said. "But everyone
has cooled off."
Holtzman, who was traded
by Finley because the star
lefthander wouldn't sign a
contract, apparently has been
sent packing by Baltimore,
which wouldn't satisfy his
salary requests either.
According to the Orioles, the
only catch is that Holtzman
must sign a contract with the
mystery club in order to play
for his third team in three
months. Several rumors,
involving different players, all
had Holtzman merely swit-
ching clubhouses Sunday.
moving from Baltimore to
Kansas City. However, that
rumor later was quashed
when the Royals management
said they had beery unable to
reach agreement laith the
pitcher.
One thing is certain The
Orioles will not lose their 10th
straight game today. They
don't play.
Sunday, the Orioles lost
their ninth game, 8-4, to the
Kansas City Royals.
Rangers 7, Yankees I
The first innings are almost
always the worst for Catfish
Greensboro. NC , went to Hunter, anfL, once again the
school at Wake Forest and Yankees couldn't overcome
isms, lives:in Clover. S-C nitftP4Pr_.2„biems.. ; .
Hunter, 7-6, who went the
distance because Yankee
Manager Billy Martin said he
didn't want to strain the rest of
his staff. had not given tip
seven earned runs in oce
game since 1967. He yielded
three runs in the first and
Mike Hargrove's three-run
homer in the second.
Jim Umbarger scattered
five hits to pick up his seventh
victory in 11 decisions.
Angels 10, Tigers 7
A pair of youngsters,
Orlando Alvarez and Ron
Jackson, combined for seven
of the Angels' 12 hits. Alvarez
had three hits and drove in
three runs and Jackson
contributed four hits, in-
cluding a two-run homer.
. Brewers 5, A's 4
Bill Castro bailed the
Brewers out of trouble in the
ninth for his first save of the
year. Jim Slaton won his
eighth game, giving him a
share of the lead in the AL.
Slaton, who retired 22
successive batters after Bill
North lined the game's first
pitch for a single, limited
Oakland to five hits in 8 1-3
innings.
Indians 8-9, White Sox 5-7
The red-hot Indians took a
pair from the White Sox,
extended their winning streak
to five games and moved to
within 412 games of front-
running New York in the AL
East.
Rico Carty drove in three
runs with a pinch double and
Larvell Blanks hit a two-run,
bad-hop triple in a six-run
eighth-inning rally that
carried Cleveland to its
second-game victory.
Solo homers by Carty and
Frank Duffy, his first of the
season, and four Chicago
errors helped the Indians win
the opener.
Red Sox 10, Twins 2
Rookie pitcher Rick Jones
won his first major league
start with a nine-hitter and
Carl Yastrzemski broke an 0-
for-I0 slump with a three-run
homer in Boston's romp over
the Twins.








Downtown Mer,e,  1
Minnesota errors, scored
eight unearned runs, including
five in a seven-run third in-
ning.
(MI I RRAY LEDGER & TIMES)




OMAHA, Neb. ( AP) —
Arizona and Arizona State are
living up to their billing in the
30th College World Series.
After three days of the
eight team, double-
elimination tournament top-
ranked Arizona State and
Eastern Michigan are the only
unbeigens—and looming in
the wings is Arizona.
"I think it's becoming clear
there is a separation between
the top teams and the rest,"
said Arizona State Coach Jim
Brock after his club knocked
off Washington State 9-3
Sunday night.
Brock surely numbers his
club in that elite — and
although he didn't say it the
only other might be Arizona.
The Sun Devils' victory sent
Drafted By Bucs
PITTSBURGH API— Rick
Peterson, son of Pittsburgh
Pirate scouting-minor league
director Harding Peterson, is
among five recent draft picks
signed by the Pirates.
The younger Peterson, 21, a
student at Jacksonville
University, is a left-handed
pitcher. He was the Pirates
21st draft pick last week.
The other Pirate signees
announced Sunday were all
from Tennessee: sixth pick
Charles Rouse, infielder,
Knoxville; 13th pick James
Rodgers, pitcher, . Chat-
tanooga; 17th pick Rick
floneycutt, first baseman,
Knoxville; 24th pick, Robert
Long, pitcher, Chattanooga.
them into a Tuesday night
matchup with pitching-rich
Eastern Michigan, which
advanced by nipping Clemson
3-2 in 10 innings.
Monday night is for sur-
vivors in the week-long
tournament.
Arizona, which came to the
series ranked as the Sun
Devils' top challenger, is
matched against Clemson, 36-
14, while Maine, 28-8, tangles
with Washington State, 43-14.
One more victory probably
will earn Arizona, 52-17,
another shot at Arizona State.
The Sun Devils took a come-
from behind 7-6 victory in 10
innings in their first series
matchup with Arizona
Saturday night.
"There's a good chance that
it could be an all Arizona
wrap-up," speculated Brock
in looking ahead and
seemingly not too worried
about Eastern Michigan.
"They ( Eastern ) have a
super pitcher in Bob Owchinko
and Bob Welch isn't far from
that," said Brock. "They nip
away at you like they did
Clemson and I'm sure they are
a better hitting team than they
showed."
Eastern Michigan, 45-14,
used Jerry Keller's 10th inning
single to edge Clemson after
the Tigers had tied the score in
the ninth on a two-out, two-
strike double by Billy Wingo.
Eastern had only six hits —
all singles — and all of its runs
were scored on set up by
bunts.
Arizona State, 64-8, was a
contrast in winning its 21
straight.
The Sun Devils broke a 2-2
tie in the fifth inning with a
long two run home run by Ken
Landreaux and then added
five rims in the seventh to
make it a romp.
Arizona pounded out 11 hits
and Landreaux drove ini three
runs, giving him 92 for the
season, which equals the
NCAA record.
Winner Don Hanna, 15-0,
and freshman reliefer Mitch
Dean stopped Washington







Law, Law Fibs Prime
















THE PRICE OF ONE 
Most people can only dream or enjoying legend-
3ry German engineering; it ton cost $13,000 or even a
great deal mote.
The Audi 100LS is 57.100'; roughly half. The Audi Fox is
75,100*, an extraordinary value
The basic thing all these German-engineered cars
nave in common is the attention to detail
'he identical thinking and feeling about how a car
should be made
So it's no wonder that both of our Audis share safety





. Both have front-wheel drive, rack-and-pinion steering
and CIS fuel injection Even steel-belted radial tires ono
child-proof locks are standard equipment.
The Audi 100LS is classically styled and impeccably fr
ished, as a luxury car should be. The Audi Fox is a spiritec
sports sedan, a touch smaller and even more nimble
p-so in 8 seconds flat).
If $13,000 sounds like a lot of money for one great co'
you can buy 2 great Audis for the same price
Or you can buy one great Audi and smile a lot.
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nnmg its 21
Is broke a 2-2
inning with a
tie run by Ken
I then added
le seventh to
led out 11 hits
drove ilk three

































Unknowns Using AAU Meet As




the absence of a number ot
established stars, a bunch of
upstarts used the National
AAU Track and Field
Championships to publicize
their intention of making the
U.S. Olympic team.
Such lesser-known athletes
as Tom Andrews, Maxie
Parks, Millard Hampton,
James Robinson, Randy
Smith and Fred Luke all won
AAU titles in the three-day
meet as America's top I..-ock
talent tuned up for the U.S.
trials which begin next
Saturday.
Andrews, a Univcrsity of
Southern California junior,
came from out of nowhere to
win the 400-meter hurdles in
48.55 seconds to equal the NCA
record and become the
second fastest American ever
in the event.
Parks, the former UCLA
dashman who hasn't bee,i
impressive lately, blasted a
44.82 time to win the 400 and




from San Jose, Calif., took
advantage of Steve Williams'
absence to win the 200-meter
dash in 20.89 seconds.
Robinson, the Pacific-8
Conference 800 champion, did
not finish his heat of the NCAA
800 when he was involved in a
shoving match in the middle of
the pack. Saturday he took the
AAU title by jumping out to a
good lead early.
His time of 1:46.6 was good
but he said, "it'll take 1:45.5
just to make the Olympic
team.
Smith was a top
steeplechaser in 1975, running
second in the NCAA meet. But
hadn't won much in the year
since graduating from Wichita
State. He also had not met the
Olympic Trials qualifying
mark of 8:32.0 this year. Then
Saturday he won the
steeplechase in a fast 8:26.7,
beating the American record
t. !der, Doug Brown.
Luke captured the javelin
with a lifetime best of 280-8 as
Bill Schmidt, the bronze
medalist in the 1972 Olympics,
fell to third behind Richard
George.
Six American women's
records, four triumphs by
foreign stars an a couple of
expected victoriei by
favorites also marked the
meet.
Two of the women's records
were impressive per-
formances by athletes named
Kathy, both of whom could
steal the show from
Europeans in the Montreal
Olympics.
Kai y McMillan, only 18,
long jumped 22-3 for an
American mark, bettering her
own 22-11/2 she recorded only
two months ago. The slender
high school senior from
Raeford. N.C., was only eight
inches off the world record set
by Sigrun Siegl-Thon of East
Germany two weeks ago.
Kathy Schmidt, who won the
bronze medal in the javelin in
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEACH
, .. FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM'-/4-
\
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
? telephones, TV, shopping center
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall.
playground Golf, tennis privileges
*4,-0 'a 
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-
tions Pets welcome Fishing. Jai-
* 
5104 Ala











vOUR sdiu. A GE
EL11110%'  RESORT Phone (OM ST7-0681
▪ For free color brochure and 
•nforrnation write
MINOR VILLAGE RESORT Dept.
▪ ORMOND BEACH. FLA. 32074
Villa for the
price of I mem









1972, set an American mark of
218-3 to come withiif 27 inches
of the world record set by East
Germany's Ruth Fuchs.
One hopeful note for
Americans came in the
women's 800, where Madeline
Manning Jackson won in
2:01.0. She was the winner of
the gold medal in the event
eight years ago at Mexico City
and her comeback appears







sweltered through the 24 hours
of Le Mans to capture the
Classic, which was marred by
tragedy.
"I feel pain in my right
foot," Ickx said after piloting
his Porsche 936 to victory. "It
is blistered and burning. It
was burning during almost the
whole race."
A surprisingly high total of
24 of the 55 cars which started
the grinding race through the
French town were still run-
ning at the finish as tem-
peratures soared above 90.
French driver Andre Haller
was killed Saturday night
when his Datsun struck a
guard rail and burst into
flame. A race official also
collapsed and died of heat
stroke.
"My right foot, my ac-
celerator foot, is burning, just
like Jacky's," said Gijs Van
lennep of Holland, Ickx' co-
driver.
The heat may have cost the
British team of Alain de
Cadenet and Chris Craft, who
finished third, a second-place
finish. Both suffered foot
burns similar to that suffered
by Ickx and had to slow down
They also lost time installing
cooling tubes during the race.
Ickx' Porsche crossed the
finish line 93 miles ahead of its
nearest challenger, the
Mirage of Frenchmen Jean-
Louis La-Fosse and Francois
Migault.
In Anderstorp, Sweden,
South African Jody Scheckter
captured his first grand prix,
leading Patrick Depailler to a
one-,wo finish in their
revolutionary six-wheel
Tyrrells in the Swedish Grand
Prix.
In Milwaukee, Mike Mosley
came out of an eight-month
retirement to capture the flex
Mays 150.
BLANKENSHIP REMINDS YOU TO
REMEMBER !FATHER
ON JUN 2Ola
The W ,g Combination Champion Drover SAVE S31.73'
BOBBY JNSER and his Chief Mechanic
WAYNE LEARY soy
"SAVE BIG MONEY




This 5669 value magnet•c scre•cl,yer has 4 as
-
honed bits that store in conventent comp
artment in
handle To get yOors FREE Awry any 111-K Net cur 
our
the S-K tools brand name and modei number
 from
the card inside the set and send along with
 Salts
receipt to S-K Tools TOOL GROUP DRESSER IN-
DUSTRiES INC P0 Box 1012 Efens
env,Ile lit
60108 Act no,.' Limited suPfdy
OTTer eit pores July 15 1978
SEE AMERsCAN-MADE. TOP QUALIT
Y





Wie we nee ceeeeflerr Sen•hild
win env 50 tool &n on savor 
nen., an, Ow. ; • iceos ee
feel kw • he• •mcrencl•
B—K
Too, GROUP DRESSER NOUSTRIES NCr.
=--
11111
4115.111, 16 pc 1.2' drew foetal let wed, S-K
••tchat 13 standard dacitets 7.14 thru I- 1 .'4' a'
eatanSiOn 1.2' drive nes none* revers,ble ratch-
et MetiN boo Adds up ro .51' 71
,ppostp, u•••• pec• $39 96
SAVE $31.85'
P4, 4234-76 24 or rd '1 341 040 0.1S4 40
sub S h ruder*, sei standard 3 deep 1104kfatS
scant CIQ Sr,* 01 sooner handle 1-1 2'16
••• •r r• r•'• adaptor reversrbc•
••" • • IV 43 V•hli
529 98
SAVE $16.59*
•4n 1706711, tO pc• set rt "internat.,.
e nonCh Ole and lOnetten two., e.• o'er 9 compel.
non wrenches 1 4 teno 3 4 an ttnatty Vattern
Plus tongue n prO0ye oho, with cuihron hand•
ACM op to I $43 Si' value ••
enee•iniel it., P,CIP SUSI
• • , Per., •••• ....renasea ...pm, an ...pow.
E. 13LANKENSHIF
OF Ky. INC.
602 Maple Murray 
LERMANS MAY BE THE LOWEST 'Mil EVER SEE
PRICES





Early Fall Arrivals in our coat collection
give you the glamour of flattering looks,
superior fabrics, rich fur trims in





FANTASTIC FAKES .. •
Junior, Petite, Missy






an assortment of super-stars
BRONCO SUEDE, PLUSH, MELTONS, P.V.C. VINYL,
PLAIDS, ULTRA VEL, POLYESTER ... other elegant fabrics
Single and double breasted, wraparounds, fur collar
s-cec
and borders, solids, plaids, trimmed and untrimmed.
New 42 in. Lengths
OVER 300 COATS 0".
to select from!
Most discriminating buyer
will marvel at the
selection
most thrifty buyer will
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1 legal Notice
AS OF JUNE 11, 1976 I am
no longer responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Wanda J. Lyons
2 Notice
WOODS FLORIST wants
you as their customer.
Call 753-6671.
[Renew safe I test eelGeges• Telles, I !Atop'serer pais'Holland Drug Store,S 4th












cash reward leading to
arrest and conviction
to burglary of red and
white trailer in Smith
Wood Ky. Lake
Development near





Tappan range, table and
chairs, etc. Contact




pickup truck tires, Hi-
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply
$31.23 -+- $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" - $22.28 4- $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750,06 - B ply $37.39 -4-














6 Leeds13 Burns 7 PreposihOnIS Hebrew 
BA Matemorritt 




I 2 Compass19 Female ruti
21 Withered lo,




5. lost And Found
LOST A PAIR of glasses.
Multi-colored frames.
Lost in the vicinity of
new park swimming


















C Ornpany marketing orreci
from Natronal Manufacturer
with 17 year record of success














Men a Women. full or




F. tree brochure call
f 800443-5596 mil 'rye








business of your own
that won't upset your
family duties? It offers
good money with no
cash outlay. Queensway
would like to invest in
you. Call today at 901-
885-9150 or 901-885-6989
after 5 p. m.
DINNER
COOK








Lady to work in TV
and Stereo store with
excellent personalit-
y. Age up to 45. Write
to Box 32-J.
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1,1 I. b, l'ntted Slormbra • In, 4, 1 4.
glti:
'IOU ALWA‘15 LEAVE FOR
wiat8LEDON AT NIGHT..
IF YOU LOSE IN THE FIRST






with gut string and
brass instruments.
Auditions held Monday,
June 21, noon-3 p.m.,
Kaintuck Territory,
Benton, Ky.
COOK. Apply in person at
Sykes Cafe, 100 Maple.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manger, 753-
5550.
8. Storage Buildings








13 For Sale Or Trade
20 CUBIC FOOT Cold
Spot chest type freezer.
Call 753-7532
BURLEY AND CALM
fired tobacco for sale
Call 753-0100 between 7
and 4.
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY ear
corn. D. B. Grubbs,




Electric 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
NEED DARK FIRED
tobacco plants. Call 753-
7506.





.34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" -37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 39.58 + 3.15
FE Tax. LB, 78 x lb" -




your child to an un-
trained doctor? How
about your home? Your
shop? We're trained
We're dependable -we
have a permanent place
of business. Call Now!!
Roy Harmons Carpenter
Shop, 753-4124.
A GOOD BUY...give it a
try. Blue Lustre,
America's favorite












Electric, call 753-9104 or
753-1551.
FOR SALE-GOOD used




be seen at Winchester
Printing, 102 N. 4th St.
WHITE KNIT FABRIC
50 cents a yard. Call 753-





Can be seen at Long
John Silvers. Call 753-









Good condition. Call 753-
6641.
G.E. REFRIGERATOR,






$10. 10 speed ladies bike,
$40. Coffee table, $5.
Two wooden chairs with
cane seats, $20.
Motorcycle bumper




and Service, 500 Maple

















Good condition. Call 436-
2262.
MR. FARMER need
grain storage for this
falls crop? Agri-
Products can supply
storage for less than 50
cents a bushel. Call 753-
2958 or 489-2237.
HAY RAKE, Allis
Chalrner used but in
good condition. Call 753-
9390.
10 metal hog farrowing
crates. 354-8135 Fair-
dealing.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing












cover. 19773 model. Call
618-345-5985.
ONE SET OF RAM golf
clubs, practically new.





SAILBOAT 1972, Irvin 28'
sloop. Excellent con-
dition. Well equipped.






Plastic put under hmise.









,) South 13 Stree•
Floes, Roaches
Silver Fish 8 Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
16' SAILBOAT FALCON
Class, 6' beam, excellent
condition with sails and
trailer. Call 753-7276.















24.88. Cosco High chairs,
14.88. Solid oak porch
swings complete with
chains, 4-14.;';, 5-16.88.
Swing chain sets, 2.99.
Shower massage, 16.95.
Deluxe lawn mower 31/2
h.p., ball bearing wheels
instant lift adjustment,
88.88. Ice cream freezer
4 qt.-7.77. Electric ice
cream freezer 4 qt.-
12.99. Carrelle din-














canner holds 7 qt. jars,
Deluxe Heavy Duty
model No. M-4)406-38.88.
Kardite freezer bags 80
$P.in49ts. -S$1i6p9 .icinuad sr tsl i d e-309. f88°
Slow cookers 31/2 qts.-
13.59, 5 qt.-19.88. Bar-B-
Que grills 24" on roll
around stand with hood
and electric spit-18.88.
Smoker type cast
aluminum 34.88 and up.
Weber ills-39.95 and
f il
up. Orth, seven dust, 4






5 coatingga  on 5 
pail-6.95.











200Mporw: eCoronflryseae 19t ,Ino,e_ctri4x9.99ocf
C
each. Breaker boxes 100
amp. 16 rircuit-24.95, 200
amp 4b2resekircerus 20 it-59;195
uit 
mi




Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 7321, red worms,
canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894. after 5 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopectic or foam.









or 489-2644 after 5 p.I11.
PICKUP TRUCK-camper
shell for wide long bed,
$200. CB radio, high
range, 23 channel and
antenna, nearly new,
$120. Can be seen at 301








Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15" - 25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.







AM-FM radio with 4
speakers all in 1 unit.
Call 753-3274 after 5:30
pm
27. Mobile Home Sales
EXTRA NICE
TWO Bedroom 12 x 64.
Skyline Buddy, front
kitchen, large living
room. Central heat and
air. Front and back
porches, underpinning,
storm windows. Day
phone - 8:30-6, 436-5483,
after 6 - 436-5553.





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
12 x 54 TWO BEDROOM,
air condition, un-
derpinned, strapped, 120
x 140 private lot. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-8113.





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
EXTRA NICE TWO
Bedroom 12 x 64, Skyline
Buddy, front kitchen,
large living room.
Central heat and air.
Front and back porches,
underpinning, storm
windows. Day phone,
8:30-6, 436-5483. after 6
436-5553.




Call 489-2317 or 489-2348
or 489-2666.
AIR CONDITON SALE,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
28. Heating & Cooling






mobile home, bath and
half, double carport,
with utility and storage
room. Large private lot.
Call 753-7791 or 753-31,90.
12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM,
all electric, air con-
dition, central heat and
furnished. Deposit
required. Call 767-4055.
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM
private lot, shade, patio,





per month. Call 489-2595.
60 x 12 TRAILER, air













house with backyard for
married couple and









ment adjacent to MSU























ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.





AVAILABLE JULY 1st at






and dinette. $100 per
month, deposit, $50.












34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, air
condition with garage
and large garden space
Call 753-3608 or 436-2675
anytime.
TWO BEDROOM WITH
full basement nice lawn
and garden space. Five
miles from Murray on
blacktop road. Contact




polled Hereford bulls. 20
months old or older. See
Hewlett Cooper or call
753-3336.
38 Pets Supplies
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.
GERMAN SHEPHERD











Can be seen at 2210
Gatesborough Circle.
Sale beginning Friday,
June llth until all items
are sold. Call 753-8224.
YARD SALE Monday and
Tuesday, June 14 and 15,




hair dryer, air com-
pressor and spray gun.
VW car top carrier, boys
clothes ( some huskies),





3 Sew kick 00 Wage 41,
Large kitchen cl•n
lasation, gerikeee dupes*




3 Wm. kria wflb 1170fte








REALTY, 711 Main. We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a









Shady lot. Near grocery
stores and churches.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, Boyd-Majors
Real Estate.
THREE ACRES with T.
V. A. frontage. Good
road frontage on Kirby
Jennings Trail at
Hamlin, Ky. Reasonably
priced or will trade.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or 753-7531.
43. Real Estate
35 ACRES NEAR Ky.
Lake, Kirby Jennings
Trail. $400 per acre.
Address to P. 0. Box
32H, Murray.
FOR SALE EXTRA nice 2
bedroom house with
carport and large lot.
Close to campus. Price





farm with 125 tendable
acres. 50 acres bottom
land and 30 acres of
timber with 21/2 acre
dark fired tobacco base.
Has old house, tabacco
barn, stock barn,
-stveral outbuildings,
and stock water. Also
has good well, four
tenths of a mile of
blacktop road frontage,
and a gravel road down
one side of the property.







111 Main. Just listed new
home near completion in
Canterbury Estates.
This is a custom built, 3




















Lots, 2 Two acre
building lots on city
water. 2 good water
front lake lots. Many











Across from Post Office.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our
office. We like to talk
REAL ESTATE.
44.Lots For Sale
ONE ACRE WOODED lot
in Taylor Store com-
munity on mall route
and good gravel road. 14
mile off paved road. Call
618-345-5985.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-BRICK




bedrooms. 2 baths, 4
fireplaces, all rooms
large. Priced in the 30's.
Call 753-4907 affer 6:00
Today's Features
6 Acres, all fenced with a spring,, pond and a
beautiful wooded building site. Great for the nature
lover or if you want to keep a horse or two. $5,800.
Good 5 Rm. 2 Br. Bath frame in Dexter, with some
carpet, den and hook-up for washer and dryer. 2 out-
side storage bidgs. and large garden spot. $8,500
Beautiful 4 unit apt. complex. Always rented. Each
unit has range, ref., disposer, utility room, 2 br
bath with shower, large living room, and 2 porches.
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46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
central heat and air,
carpet throughout, 5


















Call 753-6387 for ap-
pointment.
.4%6 31EIIE MP
46 Homes for Sale
SIX ROOM HOUSE with
bath, 100 x 175, garden
space. $14,500. Call after
4:30, 753-3871.












Perfect for the smaller
kids. Call 492-8320 or 753-
2213
ESTATE AUCTION
June 17 and 18, 10 a. m. each day, Miller
Plumbing and Beating Co., 1001 Main St.
Benton, Ky.
Complete business liquidation to settle estate of
Crossland Miller. Approx. 1N,000 dollars plum-
bing and heating inventory consisting of the
following: 9,000 ft. copper pipes, clay pipes, cop-
Per black and galvanized fittings, plastic pipe
and fittings, brass fittings, rigid pipe threading
and cutting equip., large inventory of black and
cast iron pipes, Rustolium paint, propane tor-
ches, drill bits, rigid pipe wrenches and dies,
flashlights, water hoses, Ram Set guns, paint
brusheS, hand and power tools, electric supplies.
and many more Items too numerous to mention.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Mosier two door safe, four metal desks, Un-
derwood typewriter, swivel office chairs, 6 tilt
cabinets, adding machines, calculators, and
storage files.
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
A gas tamper, KA-MO drill with bits, 5 oxygen
Acetylene torches, electric chain hoist, Airco 300
amp welder, electric drills, all sizes cylinder car-
ts, Muller gas tapping machine, a Porta bank
saw, Come-A-Long, bolts cutters, and metal
scaffling, Ingersol Rand compressor, 125 CFM,
Bus Brown trencher, ladders, jack hammers,
lead pots, Homelight II in pump, Duo Seal
vacuum, pump with attachments, Hobart
pipeline, welder on truck.
TRUCKS AND TRAILERS
32' Fure Hauf van. 32' trail mobile van, 24' shop
built office trailer, 5 ton wagon, 1959 Chev!,
pickup, with Hobart 250 amp pipeline welder.
with bottle racks, 1962 Chevy pickup, 1965 Chevy
pickup, 1967 GMC pickup, two tool trailers.
FIXTURES
Counters, shelving, parts bins, display racks and
other store fixtures.
Terms of Sale: cash, cashier check, cur•en+ bank




Route 1 Soy 101. Paducah II,
Piton* I 442 4762 or





or best offer. Call 753-
0251.
1973 YAMAHA 250 CC,




350 HONDA in good




Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premium
grade, guaranteed.
A78x13" - 15.99+1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 +
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 + 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 + 2.80.
1,78x15" - 23.99 + 3.08
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 RANCHERO,
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air.
Good condition, phone
753-5201 or 753-2493.




Four wheel drive, new
tires, radio, Warren
hubs, new lower end.
Excellent condition.
$1,800. Call 436-5459.
1920 V.W., mag wheels,
new tires, air condition.
Call 474-2752.
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000
miles, 5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Seaking 35






Call 1-901-642-7301 after 5
p.m.
1967 OPAL STATION




door, air condition, fair
.'ondition, $500. Call 436-
2220.
1970 CHEVROLET








All Clocks 30% ,,tf
Headboards Only
Low as $100* each












Req 5759 00 140* $169w
One Set
Reg. S199.00 Now 139"
Odd Cocktail Tables
Was S79.95 's; -o: $1 695
& Odd Ends Tables
Was 539 95 Nuw $1 995
Sofa & Chair
Combinations




"We Take Trade Ins" 90 Days Same as Cash
MURRAY FURNITURE MART
Court Square,








wheels, good top and
tires, fresh engine. Call
753-2947.
PLYMOUTH ROAD
Runner, two door, 1968,
automatic, $495. 1972
Toyota, 4 speed, $1050.
Call 489-2595.
1967 GMC PICKUP, one
owner extra clean. 1969
Mercury Marquies
Brougham, new tires












POP UP TYPE camper.
Stove, refrigerator,




six. Stove, sink, icebox.
$1700. Call 753-8487.
16' TRAILER, camper.






Phone Phillip Lamb 753-
7836 or 436-2516.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling, -
spreading backf Wing.







and dirt. Call 437-4533,










glass table tops and
shelves. Also patio
doors, insulated glass
M & G Complete Glass




work needs call John







or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction.






INSULATION blown In by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling



























FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
RENT RINSENIC
Roof for only 2 DO a day
Murray Irmo
lad Arlo






struction Co Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
WILL DO Hol'SEWORK





Jim Adams Food Liners
Are you Physically Fit?
Why Not Get In Shape
Physical conditioning and weight lif-
ting instructions being offered starting








4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
HAY CREW FOR hire.
Call 753-8090.





SICIIIIIT1 srncuillinsionnui op of 2S. High scnnni
Geed perticasi eon npanrnarl condition. Mae re
hew. sad shift nod tit, 'elks training 5,1e-9 53.00 per
how
IHNIFING FORUM: Inirininoinst, scboef obreaorma
sq eqeivallent nritil t.ad ol-inr imper4l/4ra in Mat sop runs.
Seipwritory •Tporiesice preforrel. Wary mop 5447 54.I4,
Above positions ioolorie vairatioa, sicar loom ,or.oraera, ais4
arrearonos 6•40fits. Coarser: Porsomool Sorvitot Alfas, foods
IlkoN, Worm %tato lioevoroity, Iberros, Ey- ‘21171
..Aa Affireation Aetiasoiaoriapporsemby Weimar
"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
When you mrerf supplier
equipment or service cali us
Cleanrag is relict re lino*
hest We lane steam clsw,e,
and other cleaning equipmenr
I, r rent or d you prefer at
































vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the




WILL BUSH NOG lots.











home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203. o•
1111=111111
MALE CAT, about 1 year
and half old. Been
neutered. Free to good t
home. Call 7534475.
JUNE 20th tha 
spotlights
on Dad!
Let Dad know just how much you love him, by placing a
"FATHER'S DAY GREETING" in the classified section, under the
personal classification. Ads will be run Saturday, June 14. All
ads must be in before 12:00 noon Friday, June 19.
Call 753-1916
To Place lour Father's Day Greeting
EXAMPLE
To the greatest dad in all the







, This alphabetized page v ill run 14eekl - - clip it from
the paper and vise for handi reference) •Ak•.
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Bill Houghton. Rte 6.
Box 68
If it has on engine we












11411 slow OUP& 41.9 .9alia 99,
or Iry roc wit* loon tows 40
siaswe win 1004111 haw siyu
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after 5 p. m. or weeken






Prices start at $386.00
Complete, floored,
ready to use.
Large stock to thoose
from Built to order
•




The funeral for Mike! Alfred
Bird Burkeen, age 18, of
Murray Route Three was held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
Mike! (Birdi Burkeeni
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro.
James Shockley officiating.
The music was by the Leland
Peeler Quartet with Mrs.
Terri Downey at the piano.
Pallbearers were Billy
Kinsolving, Dean Darnell,
Mark Darnell, Lloyd McClure,
Kandy McClure, Paul Hones,
Danny Futrell, and Ma'rk
Cohoon. Burial was in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Young Burkeen died early
Saturday morning from in-
juries received in a one-car
accident on Highway 94 East
near Brown's Grocery. He
attended Calloway County
High School but graduated
from Murray High School in
the class of 1976.
Born August 4, 1957, at
Murray, he was the son of A.
L Burkeen who died June 28,
1974, and. Mrs. Mary Canter
Burkeen who survives. Also
surviving are his grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Joe
Burkeen of Murray Route
Three and Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Canter of Cuba.
• •'
Funeral Is Today
For E. I. McNelly
Eulis I. McNelly of Benton
Route Five died Saturday at
8:35 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 77 years of age.
Survivors are one sister,
Mrs. Winnie Kruse, Bolton,
and two brothers, Sidney
McNelly, Chicago, Ill., and
Euldey McNelly, Cadiz.
Funeral services were held
this morning at eleven o'clock
at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. Otis Jones officiating.





Flood of 719 Nash
Drive, Murray. died Sunday at
3:20 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. He was 52
years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
The deceased was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church. Born June 21, 1924, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was
the son of Hoyt Flood who
survives, and Beulah Walker
Flood who died June 10, 1973.
Survivors are his father,
Hoyt Flood, 719 Nash Drive,
Murray, and three brothers,
Freeman Flood, Lake City,
Bill Flood, Union City, Tenn.,
and Eura W. Flood, Murray
Route Eight.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at ten a. m. at'
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. Billy Gallimore of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.






Bernard Boyd of Far-
mington died Saturday at
eight a.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was 86
years of age and a member of
the Beech Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. Mr.
Boyd was also a member of
the Men's Adult Sunday
School Clip, Farmington
Baptist Church.
Mr. Boyd is survived by
three sisters, Mrs; Charles
(Carrie) Crawford, Murray,
Mrs. Carlye Melvin,
Columbus, Ga., and Mrs.
Mapelle Ainley, Dukedom,
Tenn.; one brother, Berl
Boyd, Louisville; a niece,
Mrs. Marguerite Morgan, and
a nephew, Bill Boyd, both of
Murray.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.




Easley, Fred Boyd, and
Harley Cloys. Entombment





The funeral for Mrs. Marion
Greer of 112 Ash Street,
Murray, is being held today at
two p.m. at St. John's Baptist
Church with Rev. C. E.
Timberlake officiating. Burial
will be in the Murray
Cemetery.
Mrs. Greer, age 56, died
Thursday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
No other details were
available. The Rutledge





Mrs. June Weber died
Sunday at one p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 80 years of age and was
preceded in death by her
husband, Jacob Weber, in
1966.
The deceased was born June
23, 1895, in Missouri and was




Mrs. Weber is survived b)
her son, Gilbert J. Weber; 1600
Hermitage Drive, Murray.
and three grandchildren,
Mark, Steven, and Susan
Weber.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of local
arrangements. The body has
been sent ' to the Fossett
Funeral Home, Mt. Vernon,




Max Cleaver, son of Mr. and









with honors in this field. While
at Southern Tech, he was a
member of Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity for three
years.
After graduation Cleaver
will be employed by Algernon-
Blair Industrial Contractors of
Atlanta. Max and his wife, the
former Kathy Lovett, will
continue residing in Marietta.
8411/1 NOTES
by William M. Boyd
The "head" side of a coin
carries the main design and is
called the "obverse." The
"tail" side carries the coin's
value and is know as the
"reverse."
Place your valuables in what we call a "safety deposit




Demos Say Full Employment Would Finance New Proposals
WASHINGTON (API — The
programs the Democratic
party is proposing on welfare,
national health insurance and
education can be financed
without additional cost to the
taxpayer if the nation returns
to full employment, party
officials say.
The party was making full
employment the central issue
in the campaign platform that
its 153-member platform
committee was taking up







Prices of Mock ot local interest at noon
EDT. today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp. ot
Murray. are as fol!,es
US Homes PPS sr
Kaufman & Broad  unc
Ponderosa Systems 9% +
Kimberly Clark 43% +
Union Carlade 67% +
W. R. Grace 16 +%
Texaco 27% +ND
General Elec. 54% +14
GAY COrP 1494 unc
Georgia Pacific 50% +St
Pfizer  -1-%
Jun Walters 37% +It
Kirsch 14 4-9s
Disney 63% +16
Franklin Mint 3134 + %
Prices of Socks of local interest at noon
today furrUatied to the Ledger 4 Times by
1 M Simon Co are as follows
Industrial Avg  4-7.52
Airco W4 +4
Amer. Motors 5 Ai
Ashland Oil 26 uric
AT&T 55 +
Ford 571  -st
Gen. Motors 57% +%
Gen. lire  1994 uric
Goodrich V MC
Gulf Oil 27% +%
Pennwalt   364i -1-34
Quaker Oats  +%






committee completed work on
a proposed draft Sunday.
Gov. Wendell Anderson of
Minnesota, chairman of the
plotform committee, said
Sunday that he expects the
final platform to be "much
more practical, much shorter,
and much more general than
the kinds of platforms that
we've had in the past."
Speaking on CBS' "Face the
Nation," Anderson said the
Democratic nominee un-
doubtedly will be Jimmy
Carter. He said he hoped
Carter would support the
platform but that Carter
should not be held responsible
for implementing every plank
if he is elected president.
Carter earlier had said the
platform should be "a binding
contract with the American
people." A representative of
Carter said the Carter forces
generally approved of the
platform.
The draft was written
during three days of meeting‘
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal Slate Market News Servis,
June 14,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Ho, Market
Report Includes& Buying Statiora
Receipts: Act, 1128 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .75 higher Sows steady 50
higher
US 1-2700-230 lbs. 152.0042 50
US 1-3 MO-24011m. 561.75-62W
US 2-4 240-26011m 561.00-51 75
US 34 260-290 lha 00,0941 00
SOW!
US i-2 27G-350i, 340.00-41 06
US 1-3 300-4501ba.  MI .00-42 W
US 1-3 45043011m. $42.0042.50 few 43 00U255.3300-500its. 530.00-405
Bisirs33.00-33 xi
behind closed doors, though
the draft itself declares that
-governmental decision-
making behind closed doors is
the natural enemy of the
people."
The draft calls for
comprehensive national
health insurance, more
support for education and
welfare reform that would
result in a minimum-income
guarantee for both the
working and nonworking poor.
Gov. Michael Dukakis of
Massachusetts, chairman of
the drafting subcommittee,
estimated the cost of
rz • 23•Z 2r2:
programs in the platform at
$30 billion, excluding national
health insurance. The income
guarantee program might
cost about $15 billion, he said.
Among other things, the
draft proposed a $5-billion to
$7-billion cut in defense
spending, opposed an an-
tiabortion constitutional
amendment, opposed
deregulation of natural gas
prices and would prohibit oil
companies from owning other
energy sources, such as coal
mines.
It stopped short, however, of
calling for a break-up of major
See Us For
Your Home Loan









busing of children to achieve
school desegregation as "a
judicial tool of last resort,"
but said other measures are
preferable. There would be
pardons for Vietnam war
draft-dodgers, but nothing
was said about deserters.
The platform would prohibit
covert or illegal operations by
the nation's civilian and
military intelligence agencies
"except when there are
compelling national security
reasons."
Detente with the nation's
"traditional adversaries"




Dukakis said the govern-
ment would pay much of the
cost of the new programs out
of the increased tax revenues
and other savings that would
be generated by the creation
of new jobs in the economy.
LL INK ABOUT  IT!
By KENNETH IMES
The late John Wannamaker once said, "Half the money I
spend in advertising is wasted. But I have never been able to
figure out just which half."
Maybe he was jesting. Maybe not. We don't know. But we,
do know there are problems in even attempting do any
funeral home advertising. Almost all funeral homes can do
and say the same things. The ads usually stress quiet,
dignified service; reverent care; sympathetic un-
derstanding; reputation for attention to detail - and so on. Ac-
tually however, when funeral home services are needed, the
selection is nearly always made for reasons of reputation.
Through the years, our firm has earned a deservingly good
reputation. Many families already know this. Even so, to bet-
ter acquaint everyone with who we are, what we stand for,
how and what we think, — this new column will appear every
week in this paper. Watch for it. Read it. You will find it in-
teresting....
J. H. Churchill Funeral Nome
201 South 3rd
753 2411
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Prices Are Good thru Saturday, June 19
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8 oz. $1.61 VALUE
) 
Low Price









































Your Choice Of Sheer
or Plastic Strips
Box of 30 Inch Wide $1.29 VALUE
or Each














From Johnson and Johnson
603/4 Inch Bandages
78
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